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Chapter 941: The Dog Of The Same Sect 

 

General Weiwu seemed to become weaker and weaker, it could barely open its eyes in the end. 

However, Lin Yi could do nothing but watch the energy inside its body continuously rushing into his own, 

continuing to restore his damaged meridians. 

Time past second by second and Lin Yi could feel General Weiwu’s energy growing weaker. The energy 

pouring into his body wasn’t as violent as when it first started, but he didn’t know if it was because the 

restored meridians leveled up his power or General Weiwu was dying. 

General Weiwu, I hope that you can hold on! Thank you for helping me through this crisis, I will regain 

your powers for you after I regain mine!  

The energy grew weaker and weaker. Finally, the last stream of energy left General Weiwu’s body and 

its body finally separated from Lin Yi’s body. It laid limp on Lin Yi’s bed, unclear if it was dead or alive… 

“Ha!” Lin Yi could feel the fluctuation of energy inside his body clearly! 

It was there! 

He really regained his power! Although not all of Lin Yi’s meridians were repaired and the energy stored 

inside the repaired meridians were weak. However, he knew that he wasn’t far from regaining his 

powers! 

This feeling surely was nice! 

Lin Yi breathed deep and held General Weiwu in his arms as he entered the space in the jade pendant. 

Now, as soon as Lin Yi’s meridians were all repaired, the excess energy will transfer into General 

Weiwu’s body when he chanted the Art of Dragon Mastery. 

This way, he could try to save General Weiwu as early as possible! Lin Yi was worried that he wouldn’t 

make it in time to save it after he waited for all his powers to come back! The advantage was that if he 

began to store energy, it will support General Weiwu first. After General Weiwu’s power returned, he 

will then regain his powers! 

“Old Jiao, my meridians are repaired!” After Lin Yi entered the space in the jade pendant, he quickly 

entered cultivation mode and chanted the Art of Dragon Mastery. 

Jiao Yazi glanced at him and didn’t disturb him. It wouldn’t be too late to talk after his cultivation finish 

first! 

Lin Yi mobilized the energy in the space immediately and they rushed into Lin Yi’s body crazily. However, 

the strength of the energy in the space was a hundred times more violent than the energy from General 

Weiwu! 

Luckily, the majority of Lin Yi’s meridians were repaired, or he wouldn’t be able to bear the horrifying 

amount of energy. 



A tint of red appeared on Lin Yi’s face and it was the sign of his body’s full recovery. Lin Yi could feel that 

all the wounds in his body began to heal themselves at the same time! 

The energy in the jade pendant’s space was infinite. Lin Yi was like a man who just came back from the 

desert, desperate for water. He greedily absorbed the pure energy for his use. 

As pure energy poured into his body infinitely, Lin Yi’s tightly shut eyes suddenly opened and surprise 

appeared on his rosy cheeks. 

Repaired, it’s repaired! Lin Yi could feel that all the wounds inside his body were healed! 

His meridians could store energy like usual now! 

After feeling overwhelmed, Lin Yi did not stop. He closed his eyes again. He continued to chant the Art of 

Dragon Mastery and the energy in the space continued to pour into his body. 

However, because Lin Yi was holding a dying General Weiwu and he was chanting the Art of Dragon 

Mastery, the energy did not stay in his body but used his body as a medium after it was repaired. After 

the energy was transferred into his body, it then transformed itself and poured into General Weiwu’s 

body… 

At this time, Lin Yi could relax for a while. Lin Yi wasn’t absorbing the energy and he could open his eyes 

to talk. 

“Hu!” Lin Yi breathed deeply. He had never felt so good since he was injured! 

Seeing that Lin Yi opened his eyes, Jiao Yazi looked at him oddly, “Little Lin Yi, why don’t you continue? 

Wait, no, you are still absorbing energy…” 

“No.. But I’m prioritizing the energy to General Weiwu first. He’s right next to my body,” Lin Yi felt 

extremely rejuvenated and his body was filled with eagerness to fight! 

“Hmm… I didn’t think that you would regain your powers in a situation like this! I neglected that you 

have a dog of the same sect!” Jiao Yazi exclaimed, “If we remembered earlier, you didn’t have to wait 

until now to repair your meridians!” 

“Oh right, Old Jiao, I wanted to ask this. Why can I use the energy inside General Weiwu’s body?” Lin Yi 

asked curiously, “I thought that the energy inside my body could only be released when I chant the Art 

of Dragon Mastery?” 

“Haha, because you are different from that dog. Its energy belongs to you, not itself!” Jiao Yazi looked 

like he already knew that Lin Yi will ask about as he grinned, “That’s why it can be called an internal style 

dog master of golden division!” 

“An internal style dog master of golden division?” Lin Yi repeated this weird name and looked at Jiao 

Yazi confusingly, “What does that mean?” 

“It’s simple; it’s the same as all other internal style masters of golden division as it possessess the power 

of golden division. However, it doesn’t know how to cultivate and it can’t breakthrough because it can’t 

absorb energy itself. Put it in simple words, it’s a master you created yourself. It will always stay the way 

you created it,” Jiao Yazi explained, “As for why its energy rushed back to your body, it’s simple! Because 



you created it and all its energy belongs to you, it’s like you are storing energy inside it. When you don’t 

need it, it can borrow your energy, making it a golden division dog master, but when you need it, you 

can take it whenever you want!” 

“Oh? So that’s why!” Lin Yi suddenly understood how it worked. He thought that he was good enough to 

create golden division masters, but he didn’t know that the golden division master he created lacked the 

ability to level up! As for the explanation as to why the energy came back to him, it was because the 

energy was his own to begin with. So when his body needed it, the energy would naturally come back to 

him! 

Chapter 942: Shocked Lin Yi 

 

 It was a passive skill; when it was active, General Weiwu and he were both in passive states. They 

couldn’t control the flow of it. 

“But isn’t my energy almighty? If my opponent was injured, would they be able to take the energy inside 

General Weiwu’s body?” Lin Yi suddenly thought of a terrifying possibility and asked. 

If it was passive, would this happen to others who needed pure energy? 

“No!” Words jumped out of Jiao Yazi’s mouth. 

“Why not?” Lin Yi was confused. 

“The Art of Dragon Mastery is an almighty chant that can transform energy. You can use this chant to 

absorb the energy of the natural world and the energy from the space here, transform it into the pure 

energy you need and store it inside your body!” Jiao Yazi explained, “The others who cultivate 

differently from you need different types of pure energy. The energy inside your is almighty because you 

can use the chant to transform it into any type of energy you need. Hence you can save others with it. 

However, General Weiwu doesn’t know the chant and the energy inside its body will be yours forever. 

Other than you, no one else can use it because it can’t transform it!” 

“I understand now!” Lin Yi suddenly understood the logic behind it. No wonder General Weiwu could 

give its energy to him without transforming it through the chant, it was because it was his own energy! 

General Weiwu never cultivated before, and it only had whatever Lin Yi transferred to it. 

Others were different; they wouldn’t be able to use Lin Yi’s pure energy without chanting the Art of 

Dragon Mastery! 

“Luckily you left something behind, or you would have been in big trouble!” Jiao Yazi sighed, “But it’s all 

in your fate. It’s good that you overcame this successfully!” 

“With General Weiwu, I have an ace card to save my life in the future. Perhaps I can keep using the pure 

energy bomb…” A cold smile flashed across Lin Yi’s face. With this ace card, he could fight the masters 

whose levels were higher than his! 

“But you should avoid it if possible,” Jiao Yazi shook his head. 



“Huh?” It was like dropping a bucket of cold water on Lin Yi’s head. 

“First, if you don’t control it properly and blast your heart or brain, there’s no need for you to ask for 

energy from the dog. You’d be dead on the spot,” Jiao Yazi said. 

“Hm…” Lin Yi nodded with a bitter smile. Indeed, a pure energy bomb was dangerous and it would harm 

others without benefiting himself. It was a skill that could only be used if he wanted to die with his 

opponent. 

“Second, if your opponent doesn’t die from it, they can kill you,” Jiao Yazi said, “So I advise you to keep 

cultivating to level up. Don’t use this kind of dishonest methods unless you must!” 

“I know!” Lin Yi nodded, “You are right, only leveling up my powers is the right way to go. I can use it 

when I’m in a desperate situation, but I’ll be harming myself if I continued to use it!” 

“Haha, it’s good that you think like that…” Jiao Yazi smiled and he nodded, looking comforted. 

General Weiwu, who was next to Lin Yi’s body, was rapidly absorbing the energy from Lin Yi’s body. It 

laid comfortable next to him, enjoying the flourishment. 

Before this, General Weiwu’s heart almost exploded from horror! It didn’t want Lin Yi to leave and want 

to give him a final hug, but it didn’t expect its body to glue to Lin Yi’s body as soon as he touched Lin Yi’s 

body! 

Although General Weiwu didn’t know what was happening, it was scared. Previously, it absorbed 

unknown energy from Lin Yi, and it became so strong that it could kill someone with a single kick. 

Now that the energy was returning to Lin Yi, how could it not be scared? 

However, General Weiwu never thought of escaping. Although it was scared, when it saw Lin Yi’s 

flourished face, it knew that what was happening was beneficial for LIn Yi! 

General Weiwu was a loyal dog. Lin Yi saved its life and Lin Yi gave it power. If Lin Yi needed that energy 

now, he should take it! Although it was scared, it didn’t complain at all. 

So, General Weiwu held on until the last stream of energy transferred back to Lin Yi before fainting. It 

didn’t know if it could still live or not, but if Lin Yi could get better, he would be able to protect Yaoyao 

and Shu! 

General Weiwu didn’t know how long it had been, but after he woke up, the familiar energy that made 

his power increase was continuously pouring back into its body! It was similar to the first time he got 

them, but this time Lin Yi was laying on the bed as if he was fast asleep… 

General Weiwu subconsciously thought that it was sucking the energy that went back to Lin Yi and it 

wanted to jump away. However, it found out that its body was glued onto Lin Yi’s body again! 

General Weiwu was scared but when it saw that Lin Yi’s face was blushing normally without any odds, it 

calmed down and laid down next to Lin Yi again, enjoying the flourishments from him… 

A long-time later, General Weiwu began to feel unwell again. It could obviously feel that his body could 

no longer absorb any more energy, but Lin Yi was still transferring endless energy into him! 



“Boom…” All of General Weiwu’s fur stood up and it felt like it was going to explode from energy… 

The next moment, it fainted without knowing what happened… 

This time, it even made Lin Yi jump inside the space of the pendant. He didn’t know much energy 

General Weiwu needed and he decided to continuously transfer energy to it. As long as it could absorb, 

he transferred more. But he didn’t control the amount properly and almost made General Weiwu 

explode… 

Lin Yi quickly returned to reality and touched General Weiwu. Lin Yi sighed in relief when he felt that its 

pulse and heartbeat were normal and it probably just fainted… But in the next second, Lin Yi’s 

expressions became odd again! 

Chapter 943: Escape Together 

 

General Weiwu leveled up! 

General Weiwu who was at the initial stage of the golden division skipped a few levels and jumped to 

the peak of the final stage of the golden division! 

Lin Yi widened his eyes in shock. No way! It lost all of its powers and after he transferred energy back it, 

it turned into a dog at the peak of the final stage of golden division! 

Its level was even higher than Song Lingshan? No way! If he could create a dog at such level, how would 

those masters of golden division feel? 

However, Lin Yi didn’t have time to think through it thoroughly. After checking that nothing was wrong 

with General Weiwu, he entered the space again as he was eager to regain his power! 

After General Weiwu’s case, would he level up as well? 

Every time he leveled up, he was in a life-threatening situation. He was either injured or lost all his 

powers and after energy refilled his body, he could break through to the next level! 

Lin Yi never heard of reconstruction after destruction worked like this, but it seemed to be effective to 

both him and General Weiwu! 

Lin Yi entered the space in the jade pendant again and chanted the Art of Dragon Mastery again. Energy 

transferred into his body again but this time, they were all for his own use! Lin Yi could feel the lightness 

of each meridian after they were filled with energy, it was extremely refreshing! 

…. 

When Chu Pengzhan returned to the mansion, he found out that Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu sitting 

on the couch staring blankly into space. They weren’t watching television nor did they do anything else, 

both of them looked blank… 

“Yaoyao, Shu!” Chu Pengzhan walked over, “Little left already?” 



Chu Pengzhan thought that Lin Yi already left and they stared into space blankly because they were too 

overwhelmed. 

“Daddy, you are back…” Chu Mengyao snapped back and raised her head to look at Chu Pengzhan. 

“I’m back…” Chu Pengzhan looked at his daughter who looked sunken and his heart ached. He never 

gave happiness to her despite satisfying all her materialistic wants. Chu Mengyao didn’t need anything, 

but Chu Pengzhan never gave her enough kinship… 

She lost her mother since childhood and Chu Pengzhan had always been busy with work. He never had 

time to look after her. In a blink of an eye, she was so grown already! Chu Pengzhan never even truly 

understood what his daughter’s life was. 

This time, Chu Pengzhan decided that he would help her daughter to find the happiness that belonged 

to her, no matter what. He would take her daughter along and escape from the disaster at Lin Yi’s old 

home! 

“Daddy, Lin Yi hasn’t left. He’s in his room…” Chu Mengyao didn’t know how to explain as she didn’t 

even know why Lin Yi went back to his room instead of leaving. 

“Oh? Little Yi hasn’t left yet? Isn’t his train at six tonight? It’s already seven past, he won’t make it…” Chu 

Pengzhan looked at his watch and asked confusingly. 

“I don’t know, this is what happened…” Chu Mengyao recounted the strange things that happened 

before Lin Yi left. 

“Yes, it was weird. Shield bro was with General Weiwu and they had been in the room for more than 

four hours. They haven’t come out yet and I don’t know what they are doing,” Chen Yushu added on in 

confusion. 

“What? What is he doing? Was he injured again?” Chu Pengzhan frowned. If nothing happened, nothing 

could change his schedule! 

“I’m worried too!” Chu Mengyao nodded and she panicked, “General Weiwu is strong but Lin Yi is just 

an ordinary person now. I’m worried that General Weiwu jumped on him too hard and hurt him again!” 

“Is that so!” Chu Pengzhan heard Chu Mengyao’s analysis and his expression became serious too. If that 

was the case, he wasn’t sure at all! If not, why would Lin Yi change his idea and suddenly ran back to his 

room? 

“Ah! Does that mean Shield bro is in danger?” Chen Yushu heard Chu Mengyao’s words and became 

worried. 

“It looks like we can only wait for him here!” Chu Pengzhan sighed, “Well when Little Yi’s awake, it’s not 

too late for us to leave together!” 

“Together?” Chu Mengyao was shocked and looked at his father. 

“Yes. I’ve decided that we will go with Lin Yi and escape from the crisis at his old home!” Chu Pengzhan 

smiled. 



“Going to his old home to escape from the crisis?” Chu Mengyao repeated oddly, “We are going too? 

What about your company? You are leaving it? What about school for me?” 

“Yaoyao, since I’ve made the decision, I won’t hide it from you anymore!” Chu Pengzhan smiled bitterly, 

“The past few days had been hard for me! Little Yi was hurt and after my enemies heard the news, they 

all came for me…” 

“Ah!” Chu Mengyao was surprised, “How did they learn about it so quickly? What do they want?” 

“The first wave was Yanjing’s House Xiao… They used their daughter-in-law, Gou Huli, whom you 

humiliated, asked for two billion as compensation, plus Pengzhan Towers and Pengzhan Business 

Hotel…” Chu Pengzhan smiled bitterly. Since he decided to leave his company behind, it didn’t matter if 

he let her know. 

“Gou Huli… I know… Is it because of me?” Chu Mengyao heard her father’s words and felt guilty, 

“Daddy, it’s my fault…” 

“Haha, it’s nothing related to you! House Xiao isn’t a big house and now they want to expand to 

Songshan. They used you as an excuse to give me trouble. How could I blame you for it? Little Yi also 

said that it’s not our fault!” Chu Pengzhan smiled and comforted her. 

“Oh, I remembered. It’s that woman who wanted to twist her head off but didn’t stick with her words!” 

Chen Yushu said, “Her family is bad!” 

Chapter 944: Digging Their Own Graves 

 

Although Chu Mengyao knew that it wasn’t their fault and it was only an excuse for House Xiao to make 

their life more difficult, she still felt guilty. Without this excuse, perhaps they would find another 

excuse… 

“The second wave was Zhao Qibing’s men…” Chu Pengzhan smiled bitterly, “The grudges between us 

are deep. He tried to kidnap you numerous times and wanted to kill you and Shu at the entertainment 

park, but Little Yi managed to suppress him. Now that Little Yi isn’t in an ideal condition, of course, he 

would fight back! But he didn’t ask for a lot, he only wanted our real estate company…” 

Chu Mengyao nodded. How could she not know him? That person had grudges against her family and 

Lin Yi. Chu Mengyao wouldn’t believe it if he didn’t come here! 

“The third wave was Yanjing’s House Yu…” Chu Mengyao continued. 

“House Yu? Who are they?” Chu Mengyao thought it sounded familiar but she didn’t know where she 

heard this family from. 

“House Yu’s men broke into your mansion and injured General Weiwu. Did you forget about it?” Chu 

Pengzhan reminded her, “You asked Little Yi to kill the killer in the heat of the moment, but Little Yi 

didn’t kill him…” 

“Huh? Why would he look for trouble when he should thank Lin Yi?” Chu Mengyao finally remembered 

that Yu Kun. Yu Kun’s arrogant face was still visible in her mind and she felt extremely uncomfortable. 



“They won’t be reasonable to us,” Chu Mengyao sighed and shook his head, “House Yu’s condition was 

even worse. You have to marry into their house, be that severely injured Yu Kun’s concubine and all use 

Pengzhan Industries’ shares as dowry!” 

“What? What!” Chu Mengyao stood up furiously, “I’m not going to marry them!” 

“Exactly. If we can’t face them, we can hide away!” Chu Pengzhan smiled, “That’s why daddy decided to 

go to Lin Yi’s old home with you!” 

Chu Mengyao’s heart was filled with joy for no reason when she heard her father’s choice. Chu Mengyao 

exclaimed secretly. Why did she feel such happiness when her family was in such trouble? 

However, she was still secretly glad about it… 

“How can they be so arrogant? Daddy, why can’t we call the police?” Chu Mengyao told herself that she 

can’t go. After all, her father spent his life on the company and they can’t give it up like this! 

“These noble houses often did things outside the rules. It’s useless even if we call the police. They are 

only planning to commit a crime but they haven’t actually done so yet…” Chu Pengzhan smiled bitterly, 

“If we agitate them, perhaps they’ll kill us to vent and seize our assets illegally!” 

“What?!” Chu Mengyao was shocked. She didn’t know how capable these houses were but from her 

father’s words, she realized that even if they did something to her family, they would find a scapegoat 

and nothing will actually happen to them… 

“That’s why we can only escape from it… We’ll have to give our assets to them anyways, but you, do you 

want to marry into House Yu?” Chu Pengzhan asked. 

“No way!” Chu Mengyao shook her head, how could she marry into House Yu?” 

“Exactly. So, we’ll leave Songshan city after Lin Yi comes out and we will leave everything behind here!” 

Chu Pengzhan was clear-headed as he wasn’t hesitated to leave without taking any money from the 

company! The purpose was not to alarm them so they can leave safely! 

No one would expect Chu Pengzhan to leave Songshan city quietly with Chu Pengzhan without taking a 

single cent. 

“Okay!” Chu Mengyao nodded happily. 

“Take me along, I want to go too!” Chen Yushu was unhappy about it. If Yaoyao sis left with Shield bro, 

how boring would it be if she was here alone? 

“Okay, we’ll take you along,” Chu Mengyao didn’t want to separate with Shu and nodded in agreement. 

Chu Mengyao looked at Chen Yushu and didn’t say anything in the end. It was her choice and he didn’t 

want to interfere with it. Chu Pengzhan remembered his father’s words and felt relieved. House Chu 

climbed up to Lin Yi, not the other way around! 

An Jianwen waited for an entire day but he didn’t receive a call from Chu Pengzhan and he began to 

panic. What were Chu Pengzhan’s enemies doing? An Jianwen secretly swore. 

Hurry up and pressure him! If you don’t pressure him, how will he come to me for help?  



An Jianwen could no longer hold back and secretly passed some news onto House Yu’s Yu Shuixing. He 

told him that Chu Pengzhan was running away and he was secretly moving his assets away, and he 

should check it soon! 

He didn’t pass this information onto House Xiao and Zhao Qibing was because they only wanted Chu 

Pengzhan’s money and property but didn’t touch his bottom line, Chu Pengzhan would only rebel 

completely if someone wanted to touch Chu Mengyao! 

It was only an excuse An Jianwen made up randomly since he wanted House Yu to pressure Chu 

Pengzhan more. However, An Jianwen didn’t expect himself to guess what Chu Pengzhan was really up 

to! Although Chu Pengzhan wasn’t moving his assets, he was getting ready to escape! 

At an unusual time like this, House Yu would rather believe it than ignore it. If Chu Pengzhan ran away 

with his properties, it would be too much trouble to find him again! There were so many countries and 

they wouldn’t be able to find them if he went overseas! 

Hence, House Yu decided to knock on his door the next day! If Chu Pengzhan didn’t agree, they will seize 

him! Now that House Chu didn’t have a master with them, it was a piece of cake to take control of him! 

They could ask him to sign a transfer contract of shares and take Chu Mengyao back to Yanjing so they 

didn’t come here in vain! The only shame was that the influence behind Lin Yi never showed up! 

Did House Yu make the wrong assumption? Was there no influence behind Lin Yi? But if that was the 

case, it was even better. House Yu could target House Chu without worries and after that, it will be Lin 

Yi’s death! 

If Lin Yi was just an ordinary person, it would easy to kill him! As Yu Bide thought of this, he couldn’t wait 

to knife Lin Yi himself to avenge for his son! 

Yu Haitian and Yu Bide began to daydream in the hotel and they didn’t know that the idiom, they were 

digging their own graves. 

Chapter 945: Must Stay! 

 

“Third Uncle, why isn’t the influence behind Lin Yi showing up when House Chu’s in such a desperate 

situation? Are they giving up on Chu Pengzhan?” Yu Haitian asked Yu Bide in confusion. 

“I’m not sure about that. From my analysis, Lin Yi doesn’t have any background so I suggest that we 

should kill Lin Yi while we are there!” Yu Bide hated Lin Yi to the bones, and this time, he came to avenge 

for his son! But for the sake of his family’s benefits, he didn’t dare to make a move straightforwardly! 

Now that Chu Pengzhan was at his end and the influence behind Lin Yi didn’t show up yet, it meant that 

Lin Yi had no influence behind him! 

“It’s best if we can kill Lin Yi, but Lin Yi seemed close with Guan Xueming privately too. If we make a 

move on Lin Yi, we are not giving Guan Xueming face… That’s not good! Miracle Doctor Guan’s Medical 

Company is under the spotlight right now and they produced many effective medicines, all noble houses 

will try to win over them!” Yu Haitian analyzed carefully, “It doesn’t matter how much we tread on 

House Chu, but we should be careful if it’s related to Lin Yi!” 



“Humph, so what? Guan Xueming never stepped out to protect him, we can ignore this relationship!” Yu 

Bide laughed coldly, “By the time comes, we’ll just kill him if we want, it doesn’t matter if Guan Xueming 

asks! Does he want to look for House Yu’s trouble?” 

“Hmm… I think that we should discuss this with Second Uncle!” Yu Haitian suggested carefully. 

“Alright! I’ll call brother right now and ask for his opinion!” Yu Bide nodded. He didn’t have to listen to 

Haitian Yu’s suggestion but he must listen to his brother’s advice. His brother was rather rational and 

think of things much more thoroughly. 

Yu Bide called Yu Shuixing and recounted what happened here, telling him that he wanted to look for 

House Chu’s trouble and kill Lin Yi while they were there. 

“No!” Yu Shuixing heard Yu Bide’s words and shook his head to stop him, “Brother, we can’t make a 

move on Lin Yi right now!” 

“Why?” Yu Bide asked, “If there’s an influence behind Lin Yi, why aren’t they showing up?” 

“Bide, you did not think through it thoroughly!” Yu Shuixing said, “It looked like Lin Yi and House Chu’s 

relationship was casual. It doesn’t mean that the influence behind Lin Yi will help House Chu! If Lin Yi’s 

only here for practical experience, he should go back soon and perhaps they decided to give up on 

House Chu already.” 

“Oh?” Yu Bide was surprised, “So I was being too impulsive… Argh, I’m so frustrated just from looking at 

Lin Yi!” 

“Hehe, there is no rush. If Lin Yi doesn’t have an influence behind him, he will become a dead soul in 

your hands. But if there is an influence behind him, we’ll just have to leave him be and decide once we 

finish investigating on his background!” Yu Shuixing said. 

“Okay, I’ll make House Chu perish first!” Yu Bide replied with hatred. He vented his anger out on House 

Chu since he couldn’t kill Lin Yi yet. He will let his anger out on House Chu instead! And that dog who 

caused his son’s death must die too! 

In house Chu’s mansion. 

Chu Pengzhan looked at the clock anxiously. It was already five in the morning yet there was still no 

sound from Lin Yi’s room! He began to panic since today was the final deadline that House Yu, Zhao 

Qibing and House Yu gave him. If Lin Yi didn’t leave before the deadline, he wouldn’t be able to leave! 

They could deal with House Xiao and House Yu, but how could Chu Mengyao leave if people from House 

Yu came? 

“Daddy, what’s wrong? Why are you panicking?” Chu Mengyao asked as she saw Chu Pengzhan 

repeated looked at the clock. 

“Today is the deadline House Xiao, House Yu, and Zhao Qibing gave me. I’m scared that they’ll come 

knocking on our door after sunrise and won’t be able to leave then!” Chu Pengzhan sighed without 

hiding it from her. At a time like this, he had to let Chu Mengyao be prepared! 



“Yaoyao, why don’t you and Shu go first? I’ll guard Little Yi?” Chu Pengzhan replied hopelessly. Is this 

how fate would be? 

Nothing happened to Little Yi before but it had to happen the moment he had to leave! However, Chu 

Pengzhan didn’t hate Lin Yi for it as he knew what kind of outcome he will have. House Yu will be furious 

and perhaps they will kill him! 

But how could he watch them take his daughter away? If his daughter married into House Yu as a 

concubine, perhaps she will suicide from humiliation. How could he live if his daughter was dead? How 

will he have face to see Wan’er again? 

Was he qualified to be a father if he couldn’t even protect his daughter? 

Hence, Chu Pengzhan would rather sacrifice himself than put her daughter in danger! 

“No, I’m not going!” Chu Mengyao shook her head. 

“Yaoyao, listen to me, don’t be selfish! If you don’t go, House Yu will take you away forcefully. When 

that time comes, I won’t be able to do anything!” Chu Pengzhan frowned and explained sincerely, “If 

Little Yi sees it, can he ignore it? But if he forces himself to do something, do you know what will 

happen? You will hurt him!” 

“No!” Chu Mengyao shook her head, “Daddy, you are right. But think about it, if House Yu came and 

they don’t see me, who else will they vent their anger out onto other than you? Although I was the one 

who ordered Yu Kun to be killed, the executor was Lin Yi! If House Yu doesn’t see me here, will they 

leave you and Lin Yi go easily?” 

“Well…” Chu Pengzhan only thought of using his death to end the grudges, but he suddenly 

remembered that Yu Kun was indeed wounded by Lin Yi. If House Yu didn’t see Yaoyao here, they 

probably won’t go easy on Little Yi either! 

“Daddy, if you are Lin Yi are both dead, there won’t be a purpose for me to live too.” Chu Mengyao 

shook her head, “That’s why I must stay here. If Lin Yi comes out first, we’ll leave together. If House Yu 

comes here first, we’ll face them together!” 

Chapter 945 Give me 10 billion 

 “Okay!” Chu Pengzhan saw his daughter’s firm attitude and nodded in agreement. He knew his 

daughter’s personality well and she rarely stopped doing things she wanted to do, “But Shu is innocent, 

Shu, you should return to your own mansion.” 

“No. If Yaoyao sis and Shield bro all die, there would be no point for me to live anymore!” Chen Yushu 

shook her head. 

“Alright, stay here then,” Chu Pengzhan wanted to say that even if Chen Yushu stayed here, House Yu’s 

people wouldn’t dare to touch her anyway. Although House Chen has been out of it since Old Master 

Chen retired and Chen Yutian had yet to make any noteworthy achievements, she was still a part of it 

and House Chen was an old noble house with influence in the military. If House Yu didn’t want to tear 

apart their relationship with them, then they won’t offend House Chen at a time like this. 



Time passed second by second and soon, it was half past six in the morning. There was still no news 

from Lin Yi’s room. 

He hesitated and eventually decided not to knock, but he put his ears next to the door and tried to 

listen. 

However, Chu Pengzhan was disappointed that there was no sound from Lin Yi’s room. 

Isn’t Lin Yi healing himself? Chu Pengzhan didn’t know what, but he was sure that Lin Yi must have 

something extremely important he had yet finished. Otherwise, he wouldn’t stay in the room for so long 

without a sound! 

It looked like Lin Yi didn’t even have time to explain anything at all. He rushed back to his room and the 

only words he left behind was to not disturb him. 

Chu Pengzhan didn’t knock after hesitating for a long time and backed off to the couch, sitting down 

quietly, waiting for Lin Yi to come out himself. 

However, something both expected and unexpected happened. 

With a loud bang, a huge force kicked the mansion’s door open, making Chu Pengzhan, Chu Mengyao 

and Chen Yushu all jump. 

Chu Pengzhan’s heart tightened. What was going to happen is finally happening! He didn’t know who 

was the first one to come but they must have been from either House Xiao, Zhao Qibing or House Yu! 

Otherwise, no one else would be so arrogant to force the door open! 

Though Chu Pengzhan was ready for it, but in the moment, he thought that it was happening too early. 

It was barely seven in the morning and his enemies couldn’t wait. Such a group of greedy and impatient 

people! 

“Chu Pengzhan, aren’t you bold? I’ve heard that you are going to escape with your daughter? As 

expected, you didn’t go to your company but hid at your daughter’s house!” Yu Haitian scorned coldly, 

“But could the monkey king run away from the Wuzhi Mountain?” 

Yu Haitian and Yu Bide went to Chu Pengzhan’s place first and discovered that he wasn’t there. They 

rushed to Chu Mengyao’s house and discovered that Chu Pengzhan’s car was parked at the front. 

Now, Yu Haitian and Yu Bide was certain that Chu Pengzhan was going to run away with his daughter. 

Otherwise, why wasn’t he waiting for them at his company but instead, came to Chu Mengyao? 

Chu Pengzhan’s heart sank when he heard Yu Haitian’s voice. He never imagined that the first group of 

people would the worst, House Yu! If it was House Xiao or Zhao Qibing’s people, it was easier to deal 

with as he could have just given them the properties they wanted, and it wouldn’t become a problem! 

But House Yu, they not only wanted his assets, but his daughter too! 

“If I wanted to escape, would I wait for you here?” Although Chu Pengzhan was panicking, but he 

pretended to be calm on the outside, “If I wanted to leave, I would’ve left a long time ago!” 



“Humph, cut the bullshit. Did you consider my suggestion?” Yu Bide cut off Chu Pengzhan’s sentence 

and asked. 

“I can give you all the shares of my company but I hope that you can let my daughter go!” Chu Pengzhan 

knew that he couldn’t run away and he was fighting back for the last time. 

“let her go? What a joke!” Yu Bide snorted coldly, “When your daughter asked that Lin Yi to kill my son, 

why didn’t she think of letting him go?” 

“Didn’t Lil’ Yi do that and left your son alive?” Chu Pengzhan replied. 

“Yes, exactly. Because my son’s not dead, that’s why she’s marrying him as his concubine to serve him! 

I’ve already went easy on her. Or I would’ve killed her straightaway and used her in a ghost marriage!” 

Yu Bide glared and Chu Pengzhan and raged. 

“Mr. Yu, after all, it was because your daughter invaded my daughter’s house without permission to 

cause it…” Chu Pengzhan fought reasonably. They were almost at the end and although he knew that 

there was no point talking to them reasonably, he had to try! 

If House Yu took Chu Mengyao away, then House Chu would really be done for! 

“What? You mean that House Yu is to be blamed? Do you mean that my son asked for it himself? Is that 

what you mean? I dare you to say it one more time!” Yu Bide’s face became sinister. 

“I didn’t say that, but I merely hope that Mr. Yu could let my daughter go!” Chu Pengzhan pondered for 

a while and said, “If you can let her go, I’ll agree to whatever condition you have!” 

“Alright, I’ll let your daughter go if you give House Yu ten billion! Isn’t that fair? Using money to trade for 

her life!” Yu Bide laughed. 

“You-” Chu Pengzhan’s face flustered red. House Yu’s condition was unreasonable! Ten billion; where 

could he get ten billion from? Wasn’t he intentionally trying to make things difficult for him? 

“Mr. Chu loves money, so you don’t want to use money to buy her life?” Yu Bide scorned, “If so, don’t 

blame me for not giving you a chance!” 

Chu Pengzhan took a long breath and tried to calm himself down as much as possible. Chu Pengzhan 

warned himself; it wasn’t the time to ruin their relationship yet, he must tolerate it, tolerate! 

“Mr. Yu, aren’t you trying to make it difficult?” Chu Pengzhan lowered his voice. 

“What? Chu Pengzhang, you don’t think your daughter worth ten billion?” Yu Bide questioned back. 

“Mr. Yu, but you also know that I can’t take ten billion out!” Chu Pengzhan replied helplessly. Right now, 

he wasn’t the CEO of a company, but he was a kind father who could give up all his face and pride for his 

daughter. 

Chapter 946 – Recovery! Breakthrough! 

 

  



 “Don’t blame me for not giving you a chance then.” Yu Bide spoke coldly, “Which one is your daughter? 

Hmm, aren’t they both pretty? Perfect to be my son’s concubines!” 

“Mr. Yu, always leave some room for yourself. There’s an idiom called when things reach an extreme, 

they can only move in the opposite direction? Have you heard of it?” Chu Pengzhan had no other way 

but to threaten him. 

“Oh?” Yu Bide looked at Chu Pengzhan amusingly and immediately laughed, “So you are trying to 

threaten me?” 

“I didn’t!” Chu Pengzhan was furious and frustrated, yet he had no other ways, “I’m just stating an old 

and unchangeable reason.” 

“H? Talking about reason with me? Haitian, did you hear that? He’s trying to talk to me reasonably? 

Hahahaha!” Yu Bide laughed without restraint, “He told me to leave some room when doing things, did 

you hear that? ” 

“Third uncle, I heard it!” Yu Haitian nodded and laughed along. 

“Do you think it’s funny?” Yu Bide asked sarcastically. 

“Funny, it’s funny!” Yu Haitian also laughed. 

“humph!” Yu Bide suddenly changed his attitude and looked at Chu Pengzhan coldly, “I never do that! I 

get things down completely. So? What can you do? Staring at me? Exploding? Hahahaha!” 

Yu Bide looked at Chu Pengzhan’s good-for-nothing face and felt good as if he vented out his anger. If Yu 

Shuixing didn’t tell him to kill Lin Yi, he would kill Chu Pengzhan first then kill Lin Yi. 

The thrill and pleasure from humiliating others made Yu Bide extremely happy. 

Chu Pengzhan’s face turned purple. House Yu’s people didn’t talk reasonably, they had no reasoning to 

start with! Chu Pengzhan’s chest fluctuated violently and he was speechless from rage… 

Inside Lin Yi’s room, inside Lin Yi’s jade pendant, he came worried and panicked. 

Though Lin Yi was in the space, but he was conscious and he heard everything happening outside. 

Including Chu Pengzhan and Chu Mengyao’s conversation, Lin Yi heard it all. Chu Pengzhan’s words 

touched him greatly, Miss and Shu’s words after them also made him moved. 

Lin Yi never imagined that Chu Pengzhan was in such a harsh situation. House Xiao and Zhao Qibing’s 

men came to him and even House Yu’s people came. And House Yu wanted to make Miss their 

concubine, how bald! 

Though Miss wasn’t Lin Yi’s woman, but from Chu Pengzhan’s attitude, he already made Lin Yi take care 

of her and it came his duty! Even taking ten thousand steps back, he was still Miss’ bodyguard and how 

could he let House Yu Take Miss away? 

Fine. Since all of you are so arrogant, I will make you pay for your arrogance! 

However, he hasn’t recovered yet and he couldn’t step out for them no matter how panicked he was. 



Faster, recover faster… 

Lin Yi absorbed energy in the spade crazily inside the jade pedant. 

Hearing that House Yu was forcing them step after step, Lin Yi wanted to get up right now and rush out, 

but he knew he couldn’t! The moment he stepped out of the room, it would be their deaths! So, 

recovering was The most important thing! 

Lin Yi clenched his teeth and energy rushed into his body. As he chanted faster, the energy became 

stronger and stronger. 

“Ha–!” 

Lin Yi abruptly opened his eyes and the energy inside his body returned to the filling state before he lost 

his powers. 

He finally recovered… Finally, he regained his powers! 

However, Lin Yi didn’t stop chanting but clenched his teeth and sped up his cultivation. 

The energy around Lin Yi was moved again as it gushed into his body. The energy inside Lin Yi’s body 

increased to a new level! 

As more and more energy accumulated in his body, strange redness appeared on Lin Yi’s face and his 

face looked eerie through the whirlpool of energy. 

Almost, he was almost at his limit! Lin Yi humphed. Let the storm rage on! 

Boom! 

With a loud boom, Lin Yi felt like he was drifting to the sky. Under the huge pressure of energy inside 

him, the barrier to the next level collapsed in a second! In an instant, more and more energy rushed 

inside his body again but This time, he didn’t feel like he was going to exceed his limit but felt rather 

comfortable. 

He broke through! After the breakthrough, he could store more energy in his meridians. 

The whirlpool around Lin Yi became weaker and weaker as Lin Yi absorbed more. The strange redness 

became a healthy color and Lin Yi leaped up from his bed. 

Is this the power of the middle stage of mystic division! It was completely different to the peak of the 

initial stage of the mystic division! No wonder it was so hard for him to fight an external style master at 

the middle stage of mystic division! One level of difference is the difference between winning and 

losing! 

“Ha!” Lin Yi breathed and patted General Weiwu next to him, “It’s time, General Weiwu. This time, we 

will become the main characters!” 

“Woof woof…” General Weiwu who was still unconscious, seems to feel Lin Yi’s strong yet thin energy. It 

woke up and barked towards Lin Yi happily. 

Its barking was filled with pleasure as if felt Lin Yi’s recovery! 



Chapter 947 – Two Choices, Double the Return! 

Although breaking through to one level was already satisfying knowing that the higher their kung fu was, 

the harder it was to level up. Some people spent their entire lifetime to cultivate yet never advanced 

forward. Lin Yi was simply twenty years old and he was at the middle stage of mystic division. It was 

shocking to both the noble houses and hidden noble houses. 

In the mansion’s living room, Chu Pengzhan looked at Yu Bide sorrowfully. Although he already knew 

that there was no point trying to talk to them reasonably, but he still thought that there might have 

been a chance. Now that he realized there was no other way , Chu Pengzhan laughed bitterly, “Yu Bide, 

don’t bully us so intolerably! The heaven is watching what you are doing! Sooner or later, the same kind 

of revenge will fall on House Yu!” 

“Haha, then I’ll be waiting for this day! Let me see where the revenge is?” Yu Bide didn’t take his words 

seriously. Nature selection was the rule to this world whether in the past or now. He turned to Chu 

Mengyao and Chen Yushu and laughed, “Who’s Chu Mengyao? You can come with me now!” 

Chu Mengyao took a deep breath. She stood up slowly and her eyes were firm, “I am.” 

“Good, you can go with me now!” Yu Bide nodded. He was also satisfied with Chen Yushu and asked 

regretfully, “Who are you?” 

“She’s from House Chen. If you dare, you can take her back too!” Chu Mengyao sneered at Yu Bide and 

replied indifferently. 

“House Chen?” Yu Bide paused for a while and suddenly recalled that from the records recorded, House 

Chen’s granddaughter, Chen Yushu, is good friends with Chu Mengyao. Though House Chen was no 

longer in trend, but it was still one of the Noble houses. Yu Bide didn’t dare to offend her and tried to 

fluke it, “House Chen holds no grudge against House Yu, why should I catch her? You are the only one 

I’m catching!” 

“If you aren’t afraid that I’ll kill your son, bring me back.” Chu Mengyao looked at Yu Bide as if she faced 

death. 

Yes, Chu Mengyao was trying to buy time! Shu just secretly gestured Chu Mengyao to buy some time 

and wait for Shield bro. 

In fact, Chu Mengyao didn’t know why Shu was so confident, but she still did it. Although Shu often 

acted crazily, Chu Mengyao couldn’t deny that sometimes a lot of what Shu said became the truth and 

she could really be Prophet Shu! 

In fact, Chen Yushu didn’t know why she was so confident in Shield bro either. She just heard two barks 

which made her recall the day when General Weiwu was injured. Lin Yi took General Weiwu to his room 

and right before Lin Yi healed him and left his room, she also heard two pleasant barks that was exactly 

like what she just heard. 

“How dare you!” Yu Bide heard Chu Mengyao’s words and his face darkened, “Do you believe that I’ll kill 

your family right now?” 



“I don’t!” A light voiced came from behind them. Although it was soft, but the voice was extremely 

confident. 

Lin Yi! Chu Mengyao turned around in disbelief and saw Lin Yi coming out of his room. His face had his 

usual slightly annoying face and a lively General Weiwu stood by his feet. 

Chu Pengzhan was also surprised. He didn’t expect Lin Yi to come out at a time like this and he was here 

for his daughter! Could he deal with House Yu? Chu Pengzhan was afraid that House Yu would harm Lin 

Yi again if they paniced. 

However, Chen Yushu was excited. She thought that her prophecy had became true onceagain! 

“Lin Yi? How dare you come out? I thought you ran away!” Yu Bide didn’t put Lin Yi in his eyes. From his 

perspective, Lin Yi should be burning incenses if he wasn’t looking for trouble with Lin Yi. Now Lin Yi 

actually dared to come out? Did he really think that House Yu wouldn’t kill him? 

“House Yu? I heard that you want all of Uncle Chu’s shares?” Lin Yi didn’t mind Yu Bide’s sneers and 

asked indifferently. 

“So what? Do you have something to say?” Yu Bide asked coldly. 

“Oh, my part of shares is under Uncle Chu’s shares. Do you want to take it without asking me?” Lin Yi 

asked indifferently but he sounded like he was interrogating him, “And you are trying to take Yaoyao 

way to be your son’s concubine? Did water go into your head?” 

“Lin Yi, do you want to die?” Fire shot out of Yu Bide’s eyes and he could no longer tolerate it. Although 

his second brother warned him not to make a move on Lin Yi, but in this moment, he only wanted to kill 

Lin Yi. Even if the influence behind Lin Yi came out, it wouldn’t be his fault because Lin Yi intervened into 

his business first. 

“You don’t have to worry if I’ll die or not!” Lin Yi looked at Yu Bide in disdain, “But I know you are about 

to die. I’ll give you two options right now. First, give me all the shares House Yu auctioned and the 

shares of another industry. Then, send two girls from House Yu over to be my concubine! Second option, 

you die!” 

“Ha?” Yu Bide laughed angrily. He didn’t expect Lin Yi to have such a big appetite and say something so 

stupid. Who does he think he is? Even if there were other influences behind him, he was useless right 

now, was he asking for death? 

“Nice one, Shield bro! I’m the small wife but I can still have concubines I can order around!” Chen Yushu 

yelled excitedly. 

Chu Mengyao couldn’t help but smile. Lin Yi’s conditions were basically the double of what House Yu 

asked from them. Where did Lin Yi get his confidence from? Perhaps, he regained his powers? 

But when Chu Mengyao looked at Lin Yi’s confident light smile and relaxed. It’s finally over, isn’t it? 

Everything will be fine! 

Chu Pengzhan was surprised. He wasn’t stupid and he sensed something different. Lin Yi became 

stronger! Way stronger than before! 



Only that idiot Yu Bide hadn’t realised why Lin Yi became so domineering as only hatred filled his brain. 

He laughed coldly, “You’re surely not afraid at all? You want two girls? Are you dreaming? You want girls 

from House Yu to be your concubine? How did you think of that? Are you stupid?” 

“I’ll give you three seconds to consider!” Lin Yi ignored Yu Bide’s mocking, “Coundown to three, two…” 

“Stop pretending. I’ll countdown for you! Two point nine, two point eight, two point seven…” Yu Bide 

immediately took over as he thought that Lin Yi was merely trying to act cool! 

Chapter 948 – Killed By A Dog 

 “Bang!” 

Before Yu Bide could count to two point six”, he was sent flying backwards. A mouthful of fresh blood 

gushed out from his mouth as he flew through the broken door of the mansion and dropped heavily 

onto the ground. 

The room was in an uproar. 

Lin Yi didn’t lose his power? How is that possible? And his cousin was at the initial stage of mystic stage, 

yet he couldn’t even withstand a single blow? Lin Yi was only an internal master at the peak of the initial 

stage of mystic division, his cousin wouldn’t be so weak even if Lin Yi was only half a level higher! 

No kidding he lost his powers! He had pretended to be a pig when he was clearly a tiger! He tricked him 

and when he was not paying attention, Lin Yi attacked him and injured him severely! 

“Initial stage of mystic division? House Yu has no masters. The son is useless, so is his father,” Lin Yi 

swung his arms and smiled in disdain, “Can you consider my conditions now? Die, or give me two 

industries and two concubines.” 

Yu Bide raged at Lin Yi’s attitude. He thought Lin Yi was just pretending to be courageous, he never 

thought that Lin Yi would kill him. He wouldn’t have dared to! 

“The father will return the son’s debt. General Weiwu, his son almost killed you, you can seek revenge 

from his father!” Lin Yi ordered General Weiwu indifferently, “Go, kill him!” 

“Woof woof!” General Weiwu wanted to try his powers. It was his chance now and it could revenge for 

itself, how could it possibly let it slip? It leaped up from Lin Yi’s side and appeared next to Yu Bide. 

He did’t dare to kill Lin Yi for two reasons; first, he wasn’t sure about Lin Yi’s background and two, he 

wasn’t Lin Yi’s opponent right now. He felt gloomy; why did Lin Yi order a dog to disgust him? Yu Bide 

blew up and he was ready to vent his anger out on the bloody dog! 

Since the dog injured his son, he will use the dog’s blood to get revenge for his son! Yu Bide believed 

that the influence behind Lin Yi wouldn’t say anything if he just killed a dog! 

Hence, Yu Bide’s thought that the slightest power could kill a dog. 

But at the same time Yu Bide attacked, General Weiwu also jumped up and targeted Yu Bide’s hand with 

its hind legs. 

With a loud bang, Yu Bide’s body flew out again. He twitched a few times before becoming motionless. 



So, a master at the initial stage of mystic division died under the paws of General Weiwu, a dog at the 

peak of the final stage of golden division. 

With its power, it wasn’t a problem for it to kill an internal style master at the initial stage of mystic 

division who was severely injured. 

“Third uncle!” Yu Haitian didn’t expect Lin Yi to make a move immediately without hesitation. He even 

made a dog kill Yu Bide! His face was filled with horror and astonishment. 

Yu Haitian wasn’t a cultivator and he didn’t know Kungfu. In this moment, he didn’t dare to disobey Lin 

Yi’s words as he quickly ran from the mansion, checking for Yu Bide’s breathing. 

Gone! Yu Bide died! 

Yu Haitian was terrified. If Lin Yi dared to kill Yu Bide, he wouldn’t even care about him, Yu Haitian! 

When he saw Lin Yi walking out of the mansion, Yu Haitian’s face changed, “You… What do you want…? 

I’m only an underling, I followed third uncle here. He’s the person who’s on mission…” 

“I know.” Lin Yi replied indifferently, “Go back and tell Yu Shuixing that he owes me two industries and 

two concubines! I, Lin Yi, always keep my words. Tell him to prepare for it!” 

“But… You already killed third uncle…” Yu Haitian never thought that Lin Yi still gave these terrifying 

conditions after he killed Yu Bide. 

“The dog killed him, not me.” Lin Yi replied, “And I said I’ll kill your entire family! Not only him!” 

“I will pass on your words!” Yu Haitian nodded sorrowfully. He had just had the advantage and in a blink 

of an eye, he was running away with his third uncle’s body! 

“Then why are you still standing there? You can fuck off now, don’t get in the way of me dealing with 

House Xiao!” Lin Yi waved his hands impatiently. 

Yu Haitian clenched his teeth, carried his uncle’s body and quickly got on a car parked in front of the 

mansion. He started the engine and left the mansion quickly… 

As he drove, he called House Yu at Yanjing. 

Through Yu Feng, he found Yu Shuixing and began to cry, “Second uncle, third uncle died!” 

“What? Who’s dead?” Yu Shuixing was shocked and didn’t understand his words. 

“Third uncle! Third uncle died!” Yu Haitian repeated his words again. 

“Bide? He’s died? How? Who did it?” Yu Shuixing finally understood, and his tone changed from shock. 

“Yes, third uncle died… he… He was killed by a dog…” Yu Haitian even found his own words strange. 

“What?” Yu Shuixing thought he heard it wrong, “What did you say? Who killed him?” 

“A dog…” Yu Haitian laughed bitterly. 



“Dog? A dog killed Bide? Are you serious? Haitian, you are joking, aren’t you? It’s not April Fool’s day 

today!” Yu Shuixing didn’t believe him as it sounded too ridiculous. His cousin was an internal master of 

initial stage of mystic division, how could a dog kill him? 

“Second uncle, I’m not lying, he was killed by a dog?” Yu Haitian recalled what had happened and cold 

sweat filled his body. 

“Are you talking about the dog? The dog that barks?” Yu Shuixing was losing his cool, but he wasn’t to 

blame as it was completely beyond his expectation. Even using common sense, how could a dog kill a 

human? 

Chapter 949 – House Yu in Horror 

 “That’s right, uncle! The type that goes woof woof!” Haitian said as he sweated. 

“Are you serious? He got killed by a dog?” Shuixing just couldn’t quite bring himself to understand this- 

this was a Mystic early phase spiritual practitioner- and he got done in by a dog? 

“Uncle, there’s no way I’d joke around with something as big as this!” Haitian said, still sweating. “It’s 

that dog called General Wei Wu that’s by Lin Yi’s side!” 

“Didn’t Yu Kun kill that dog?” Shuixing froze. 

“He didn’t die! The dog’s pretty smart it seems, Lin Yi told him that the father should pay the debt of his 

son, and so the dog killed uncle!” Haitian said. 

“Your uncle is a Mystic, early phase spiritual practitioner! Even a normal man would not have been able 

to beat him to death, let alone a dog!” Shuixing didn’t understand! Even if the dog was a bit smarter and 

understood the concept of revenge, it still had to have the ability to carry that revenge out! 

“It’s true! Uncle, I don’t think that dog’s a normal dog! I’m not a practitioner, but I felt an immense aura 

coming from that dog that instant, it couldn’t just be a normal dog!” Haitian said, still a little 

traumatized. 

“So you’re saying that today you guys went to Chu Pengzhan to cause him trouble, and that General 

something Weiwu came out and beat Yu Bide to death?” Shuixing finally came to his senses, but still 

didn’t believe that a dog could do this. 

“No, uncle, Lin Yi wasn’t injured at all, and he still has all his strength! He’s still strong!” Haitian said, 

scared for his life, “He put on a sheepskin! So many days of silence, just waiting for me and uncle to 

come to his doorstep, and right when we were about to take Chu Pengzhan’s daughter he came out all 

of a sudden and slammed uncle away with one palm! That dog, that dog came out later and gave a final 

kick, ending uncle’s life…” 

“Lin Yi’s uninjured? And still holds his practitioner’s strength? The dog is a practitioner as well?” This 

chain of information blasted Shuixing’s ears hard, and he couldn’t cope! What in the world was going 

on? 

Hadn’t they done their research? Lin Yi was injured heavily, and had lost all of his strength- why would 

he suddenly recover, with no loss of that strength whatsoever? Was he really putting on a sheepskin and 

faking that weak look so that the enmeies would take the bait? 



No! Shuixing frowned- Lin Yi might have put on a sheepskin, that was possible, but even putting on a 

sheepskin there was a limit to the type of prey he could bait in! Yu Kun said himself that he kiled the 

dog, its internal organs were basically shredded! Even if it were healed, it would have been crippled- 

why would it become some practitioner dog? 

A horrible possibility hit him: Lin Yi did in fact get injured, but he recovered, only to have gotten stronger 

after the recovery, and it was the same with the dog! It got stronger recovering from that life or death 

situation! 

Then just what sort of unfathomable power did Lin Yi’s background have? Did the hiddenhouses even 

have this sort of power, to not only preserve the lives of a severly injured man and dog, but even 

increase their power after recovery?! 

Just what sort of treasures would you have to expend, and just what sort of godly master would that 

treasure require to reach a result like this? 

Shuixing understood that he had made a huge mistake- he shouldn’t have come to Songshan to join this 

entire thing! If the Xiaos wanted to give their lives up then let them do so, they should’ve just stayed 

back and observed, why waddle into the pool themselves?! 

But what’s done is done, and there was no point in regretting. He felt like crying upon hearing the news 

of his brother’s death! 

Lin Yi, who understood perfectly just what sort of superpower the Yu family was, still had the guts to 

outright kill Yu Bide! There were only two possiblities- he acted on impulse, and made an idiot’s mistake; 

the other: Lin Yi had no reason to fear House Yu, he was fully confident! In other words, whatever’s 

backing him wasn’t worried about House Yu in the slightest! 

Naturally, Shuixing leaned towards the latter possibility, because from what Yu Kun said, Lin Yi had 

intended to kill him from the start- it was Li Fu who told him to have mercy! Perhaps the first time he 

might have acted on impulse, but was a second time really likely? 

Plus, Lin Yi held back for multiple days, enduring House Yu’s torturous taunts and demands, waiting until 

the very last moment, and committed murder! What the hell was that about? Was he making an 

example to keep his other enemies in line? 

“Haitian, tell me everything that happened in detail! Do not leave out even the most minute of details!!” 

Shuixing said after a deep sigh. 

“Alright, uncle! This is what happened…” Haitian told everything that took place that day to his uncle, 

including what his other uncle said to Pengzhan as well as Pengzhan’s response… In the end, he told him 

about Lin Yi’s arrogant demands as well… 

“This Lin Yi… What an appetite! He’s taking on House Yu!!” Shuixing fumed with rage upon hearing the 

details, but still had some reservations- just what made Lin Yi so confident, confident enough to say 

something like this? 

From what he could see, Pengzhan didn’t seem to know that Lin Yi’s strength had recovered… That 

meant that Lin Yi might have even hidden it from Pengzhan as well, so as to complete his objective of 



putting on that sheepskin! He didn’t tell anyone about his recovery, so that he could finish with this final 

burst! 

What a monstrous, monstrous mentality! 

But Shuixing gave it more thought- if Lin Yi really was what he guessed him to be, then what was his 

objective? Was it to go on House Yu, House Xiao, or was it Zhao Qibin? Or, were alll these mere chess 

pieces? Did he have a deeper motive? 

“What do we do, uncle?” Haitian asked carefully. 

“You bring back your uncle’s body back to Yanjing immediately, leave everything behind!” Shuixing 

really was starting to worry, he truly was! 

House Yu had walked around all their lives with everyone giving them full respect- having someone kill 

one of their own like this was ridiculous! Yet, Lin Yi- he did so without a single care in the world, 

completely crippling one Yu and outright killing the other, and was even planning on swallowing up their 

businesses! Worse still, he wanted two Yu girls to be his mistresses! 

Was he out of his mind, or was he really powerful enough to back his words up? 

No matter what, Shuixing was seriously regretting all of his decisions! Pissing off an opponent of this 

calibre for a couple of scraps on a map? This wasn’t in their favor at all! 

Naturally, this wasn’t something he could swallow- this revenge would be his one day, but that had to 

wait until he understood just who Lin Yi was- then he would pay Lin Yi back tenfold!! 

Chapter 950 – One More 

 

If Lin Yi didn’t have a powerful background, then Shuixing would just kill him himself! If he did have a 

strong backing, then Shuixing would find justice for his brother, take him up to the meeting of the noble 

houses and bring out the injustice Lin Yi had commited! 

Yet, Shuixing never considered the injustice he commited when he tortured House Chu- many people 

only consider other people’s mistakes and faults, not their own! 

Hatred was completely occupying Shuixing’s logical mind- he didn’t think that his house had done 

anything wrong, it was all Lin Yi’s fault! But Shuixing decided to hold it in for now. Angry as he may have 

been, he wouldn’t make the mistake of being impulsive any longer… 

“Yi… You…” Pengzhan was both shocked and joyed as he looked at the retreating Yus. Never would he 

have expected for Lin Yi to flip the tables right during his most desperate times! 

The person who had been saying they’d kill his entire family… Lin Yi- no, technically General Wei Wu- 

killed him! The thought made Pengzhan confused. Since when did this dog become such a powerful foe? 

One kick was all it took to off a mystic early phase master? Even if he was heavily injured by Lin Yi, he 

wouldn’t just die from a dog kick, would he? Could Wei Wu have received training or transformation 

from Lin Yi? 



“Ah,.. Sorry, I was late.” Lin Yi smiled. “But good thing I made it in time- I’d have to kill my way to Yanjing 

if they took Yao Yao!” 

“I don’t need you to butt in, I can run back myself!” Mengyao blushed as an overwhelming sense of 

sweetness hit her. She kept her composure, “Didn’t you say you lost your strength? How are you so 

strong?” 

“I… It’s hard to explain.” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. “I got lucky, I supposed. Wei Wu helped me recover.” 

“General Wei Wu? He helped you recover?” Penghzan looked at Lin Yi, stunned, “So you’re saying you 

don’t need to return home anymore?” 

“Ah…” Lin Yi just remembered his planned return. He’d completely forgotten about all of that due to his 

happiness after recovering! But now that he had resigned, he couldn’t really stay, “I’ll go back after I 

deal with all this trouble.” 

“Pengzhan didn’t speak, but the Miss’ face changed immediately. She opened her mouth, as if to say 

something, but didn’t know what to say. She kicked Shu in the leg. 

“Oh- you’re a liar, Shield Bro!” Yushu knew instantly what Mengyao wanted. They were of the same 

mind, after all! 

“Oh?” Lin Yi blinked. Waht was Shu talking about now? 

“We pinky promised that if you recovered and got stronger, you’d come back and be our bodyguard, 

and stay in the villa forever!” Yushu said confidently. 

“Huh?” Lin Yi couldn’t help but smile at what Shu was saying. He understood now that what Yushu said 

earlier wasn’t just a sudden thought- it was a plan! How else would she be able to bring this out so 

quickly and smoothly? 

Lin Yi, of course, didn’t think about that promise too much at all, only saying some things to make Shu 

happy! But now he really was technically locked in- was he about to spend his life here forever? 

“Haha, I was about to try and make you stay, but since you and Shu have already come to an agreement 

then it seems my words are unnecessary! I’ll keep quiet then,” Pengzhan only chuckled. 

“Fine!” Lin Yi nodded. There was still some time until the five year interval, so there was no rush. He 

wondered if Tang Yin would be happy about this peice of news, though? 

“Oh! Prophet Shu strikes again, lalala!” Shu called out excitedly. 

Mengyao was very happy as well, despite not broadcasting it in the same way Shu was. She only smiled, 

“Lin Yi, we’ll be in your care then.” 

Lin Yi was about to tease the Miss when some footsteps could be heard in the yard. 

“Ah… Someone else wants to die?” A cold smile appeared on Lin Yi’s lips, “Guess I don’t have to go 

knocking on doors.” 

House Xiao, having receieved An Jianwen’s news that Pengzhan was about to run away with Mengyao 

after secretly moving away the shares and businesses, was angered! 



This was because An Jianwen had worried that the pressure wasn’t heavy enough on Pengzhan, so he 

notified House Xiao on top of House Yu, so that Pengzhan would be forced into a corner. At that time, 

he almost seemed like a messiah to the two brothers! 

And so, Xiao Ji and Xiao Ben, along with Uncle Pi, went over to Pengzhan’s office after receiving the call- 

only to realize the man wasn’t there at all. They then went to Mengyao’s villa, and saw Pengzhan’s car! 

Xiao Ji gave Gou Huli a call, telling her to come to Mengyao’s house as well! After all, this entire thing 

was caused by Huli, so he could imagine her becoming rather pleased if she got to see just how knocked 

down the Chus were! 

Xiao Ji did actually like this remarried wife of his quite a lot- Huli was quite the woman in bed, able to 

bring him to the edge of death every night! Certainly, he couldn’t forget about bringing her when it 

concerned Chu Pengzhan’s downfall. 

Huli was currently doing a facial, but hearing that her husband was going over to Pengzhan’s house to 

cause trouble, she decided to wash her face and quickly rush to them right away! 

“Eh? What happened to this Chu Pengzhan’s house, why’s the door like that?” Xiao Ji said as he looked 

at the door upon arriving. It looked as if it had gotten kicked to pieces? 

“Could somebody have come before us?” Xiao Ben frowned. He knew that House Yu wanted to take a 

slice of the cake as well, and he had heard of their terms, too. They wanted all of Pengzhan Industries 

shares- didn’t that include the shopping center and hotel? 

So House Xiao was in a state of worry. If House Yu had already made the first move then what would be 

left for his family? This sort of situation benefited the one who striked first, not the ones who striked 

later! If House Yu had already taken everything, then there would be no shopping center or hotel left for 

them! 

Chapter 952: Stop Acting 

 

Stop Acting 

“No way? If House Yu was already here then haven’t all our efforts gone waste?” Xiao Ji got a little 

pissed at the thought as he marched into the villa, yelling. “Chu Pengzhan? Get the hell out!” 

But the villa remained silent? 

“Shit, is anyone here? Chu Pengzhan you piece of shit, are you here?” Xiao Ji started panicking—if 

Pengzhan wasn’t here, or if he’d gotten beaten to death, then where on earth was he supposed to get 

his money? 

Nobody answered. 

Xiao Ji and Xiaoben hastily entered the villa—Chu Pengzhan, Chu Mengyao, Yushu, and Lin Yi, they were 

all there! 

They were all standing in the villa living room, looking at Xiao Ji oddly! 



“What the hell are you people looking at? Damn it, I’m talking to you, why didn’t you reply? Are you 

deaf or dumb?” Xiao Ji was feeling rather confused at the attitude of these people, but he didn’t think 

much. He was here for the businesses, for money! If he weren’t a little more arrogant he might not get 

what he wanted! 

“Mister Xiao, I wonder what business you have with us, yelling and marching into my daughter’s 

house?” Pengzhan now spoke with confidence—now that Lin Yi had regained his strength, all his fear 

and hesitation was wiped away from his voice! 

“What business we have with you? Fuck, Chu Pengzhan, drop the act! Have you my terms considered 

them? Two hundred million, along with the ownership rights to the shopping center and hotel!” Xiao Ji 

was not a very civilized man. As he demonstrated his dominance in front of Pengzhan with curses, he 

felt a sense of pleasure—especially so when he looked at Pengzhan, who didn’t dare speak back! 

“Mister Xiao, you’re a member of a noble house as well, where are your manners?” Pengzhan looked at 

Xiao Ji mockingly, a vengeful sense forming in his heart. He didn’t need to be careful around this man 

any longer. 

“Fuck, I don’t need you to teach me shit, old man! Have you lost your mind? If you don’t want to die, 

then cut the bullshit!” Xiao Ji didn’t want to waste time with words anymore. He reached his hand at 

Pengzhan. 

“You want to give us two hundred million?” Lin Yi said dully as he looked at Xiao Ji. 

“Two hundred million my ass!” Xiao Ji glared at him. “Who the fuck are you?” 

“I’m Lin Yi, don’t you know me?” Lin Yi replied normally as if he didn’t care. 

“Lin Yi, huh? Haha, I know, that piece of trash who lost his abilities! You dare to come out to the party 

even now?” Xiao Ji’s face blossomed with happiness upon hearing the name. He couldn’t help but laugh! 

Xiao Ben, on the other hand, felt something—something was off! He was of a different temperament 

compared to his brother, he was the most meticulous Xiao. One look at Pengzhan’s face, completely 

devoid of the previous terror and rage, along with Lin Yi’s sudden appearance… 

No, something was wrong! Xiao Ben frowned as he quickly pulled Xiao Ji back, stopping him and asking 

Pengzhan a careful question. “Chu Pengzhan, did someone come before us?” 

“Yes.” Pengzhan smiled in his heart—Xiao Ben wasn’t an idiot, after all, although realizing this now was 

already too late! He understood Lin Yi’s personality well. If the instant these Xiaos entered the door, if 

by then they begged for mercy and gave Lin Yi some benefits, then perhaps Lin Yi would let them go 

indeed. 

But Xiao Ji came in yelling and cursing—it was too late for him. 

“House Yu?” Xiao Ben’s face went a little pale. From what he could see, House Yu had arrived and 

formed some sort of agreement that made Pengzhan completely fearless, to the point where even the 

crippled Lin Yi dared to come out! 

“Yes.” Pengzhan nodded. 



“What benefits did they give you?” Xiao Ben’s face darkened. If House Yu had gotten involved, things 

were a lot more complicated! 

“House Yu gave me the shares to the auction business as well as another piece of business, along with a 

complimentary double mistress from their house.” Lin Yi said dully with one look at Xiao Ben. “Now it’s 

your turn—I heard you guys want two hundred million, and the shopping center and hotel of Pengzhan 

industries? That’s good, I’ll have four hundred million from you two, as well as four of your businesses. 

You can scram after that.” 

“What?” Xiao Ben froze, not understanding what was going on! If he had said that House Yu had given 

some sort of agreement after taking Pengzhan’s assets, terms that could give Pengzhan safety—then it 

was possible. After all, he heard that Mengyao was about to get taken home to be a mistress for House 

Yu, so it was possible that they would give some form of power to them, which would explain 

Pengzhan’s calmness! 

But this wasn’t the case? Lin Yi’s words were ridiculous! It sounded as if House Yu had gotten defeated 

here, and were forced to offer terms in return? 

If they really had gotten on good terms with Chu Pengzhan, would Lin Yi be saying words like these 

about House Yu? 

Yet the absurdity in Lin Yi’s words gave him confidence! If Lin Yi had said something more reasonable 

then perhaps he’d worry, guessing that Pengzhan had received some sort of support from the Yus! 

But Lin Yi cleared all that worry away! Just what sort of a family was House Yu? They were the top house 

among the noble houses! Why the hell would they give Pengzhan shares to their businesses? And two 

Yu mistresses? Ridiculous! 

Even if they were to marry off their high-value daughters, they’d be choosing a noble house, and they’d 

be the main wives! Not mistresses! 

So he understood just why Pengzhan looked so composed—they were acting! They had discussed this 

beforehand, to collectively act as if they were calm and safe, using that as a card to play against them! 

True, the look on Pengzhan’s face did scare Xiao Ben, but their mistake lay in Lin Yi’s ridiculous words, 

words that defied all sense! True, they were big words, big, big words! 

“Ha, Lin Yi, drop the act. You’re so tough, are you? Chu Pengzhan, you drop the act as well!” Xiao Ben 

laughed. “Let me tell you this, all those things you said, they’re useless before me. If you don’t give us 

two hundred million along with those two businesses, you’ll end up like Wei Zhizun! Uncle Pi?” 

Chapter 953: A Shocking Scene 

 

A Shocking Scene 

“Yes!” Uncle Pi walked out coldly with one look at Pengzhan, his voice flat. “Chu Pengzhan, I’d prefer not 

to kill. I hope you can make a reasonable decision! I was able to hold back and let Wei Zhizun leave, but 

you… You’re too weak.” 



“Oh? So you’re the one who crippled Wei Zhizun with one hit?” Lin Yi said as he turned to the man. 

“Correct, that was me. You want to try?” Uncle Pi said arrogantly. 

“Oh, I would’ve forgotten if you hadn’t reminded me. Everything you people have done to Uncle Chu, I’ll 

pay back twofold!” Lin Yi’s voice was flat, but some trace of emotion could be found within it. “But, 

you’re way too weak. You’d probably die if I gave you two hits.” 

“You arrogant brat, what did you say?” Uncle Pi fumed at the words—was this cripple looking to die? 

“Here, I won’t kill you, seeing that you’re just working for the Xiao’s.” Lin Yi said dully. “I’ll use half of my 

strength to strike you—if you take the hit, I’ll let you go, I won’t cause you trouble! But if you can’t, then 

there’s not much I can do.” 

“Wha?” Uncle Pi froze. Then he laughed, he laughed and slapped his chest. “You want to hit me? Alright, 

go ahead! But if you can’t kill me, I’ll kill you! Let’s see what you can do!” 

With that, Uncle Pi puffed up his chest and stood in front of Lin Yi! As a mystic mid-phase peak physical 

practitioner, he had no fear—Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to damage him even before he lost his strength, he 

was only a mystic early phase, after all! Two levels beneath him! There was no cause for fear at all. 

“Wait!” Xiao Ben hesitated at the sight. Lin Yi seemed to be serious! 

If Lin Yi was just acting, why would he accept letting Uncle Pi hit him afterward? 

So he wanted to make sure what he was getting himself into- things today were way too odd! 

But Xiao Ben was too late! Lin Yi’s palm launched itself at Uncle PI! 

Uncle Pi, who’d been puffing his chest up and laughing mockingly the last instant, flew out of the house 

like a kite that lost its string, landing with a loud slam onto the road outside! 

Xiao Ji stared blankly at Lin Yi, and so did Xiao Ben! 

From what they understood, Lin Yi had no strength, left, there was no way he could push Uncle Pi out 

with one hit! 

Could it be? The possibility, the insanity of it crossed their minds—all this while, Lin Yi had never lost his 

strength! 

“You- You… You…” Xiao Ji’s eyes were wide as he looked at Lin Yi, uttering three you’s. 

“Stop saying that. I was worried I’d kill him, so I only used forty percent. He’ll live.” Lin Yi said dully. 

Xiao Ji and Xiao Ben didn’t know what to say anymore. They turned and ran out of the villa to look at 

Uncle Pi’s injuries! 

After all, this was their only trump card in House Xiao! If he were to die, then House Xiao would fall! 

They were already falling as is, Uncle Pi had to live! 

The two of them reached Uncle Pi, but, just as they stepped out, a screeching noise pierced their ears! 

And following that, another slam—a crashing sound that sent Uncle Pi flying away… by a red Ferrari. 



Uncle Pi only cried out before slamming onto the ground with a loud thud, blood everywhere… It was 

over for him. 

“Wha?” Xiao JI and Xiao Ben couldn’t believe what they were seeing. What sort of coincidence was this? 

Uncle Pi just got blown away by a car? 

The two brothers stood there, stunned and not sure what to do. They were about to go see if he was 

alright when the woman who hit Uncle Pi came out of the Ferrari, yelling. “Who! Who was it that came 

charging out into the road like an idiot? I’m telling you, people, don’t expect me to make any 

compensation, look at who I am! I’m from House Xiao, from Yanjing! This Ferrari is worth millions! Look 

at what happened to it!” 

It was none other than Ju Huli, who’d been rushing over in her Ferrari after hearing that her husband 

was about to humiliate Chu Pengzhan! She wanted to see just how desperate the man would look like, 

so she sped her way here! 

Yet she had just arrived at the door when a shadow jumped out in front of her car, she didnt have the 

reflex to break, nor the time, and so the shadow flew away from the impact! Only after she went down 

her car did she realize it was an old man, bleeding intensely! 

Huli was already used to her tyranny and feared nothing even when it came to something like this. So 

she ran someone down? So what, it was an accident! Just pay some compensation and she’d be fine! 

She was raving about arrogantly whilst Xiao Ben and Xiao Ji stared blankly—never would they have 

expected for Huli to be the one who did this! 

Xiao Ji burst into rage and charged out, twisting his waist and sending a slap across her mouth. “You 

damn bitch, you blind bitch!” 

Huli lost all her arrogance. She looked at Xiao Ji, in complete and utter disbelief. “Honey… Why..?” 

“Because you’re a fucking blind bitch, that’s why! Fuck you!” Xiao Ji sent another slap across her mouth, 

and some blood came out. “Look at who you ran over, it’s Uncle Pi, you dumb bitch!” 

“Ah?” Huli went into confusion at the words—she did? She ran over Uncle PI? 

“Brother, enough, stop it! Let’s see how Uncle Pi’s doing!” Xiao Ben was panicking as well, but he 

understood the situation. What was the point of hitting people at this stage? They had to check Uncle 

Pi’s wounds! 

“Hmph! I’ll show you when we get home!” He turned to Uncle Pi as well after hearing the words. 

Huli also held her mouth and carefully followed. Uncle Pi was lying on the ground, not moving one bit in 

the puddle of red and white… And Huli felt a wave of nausea wash over her! She realized, at the same 

time, that Uncle Pi was the pillar supporting House Xiao! They’d be done for if he died! 

Chapter 954: Role Reversal 

 

Role Reversal 



“It’s over!” Xiao Ben’s heart went cold with one look. “The brain’s already burst open, the juices are 

coming out! How are we supposed to heal this?” 

“Call the ambulance!” Xiao Ji glared at Huli, panicking. “What are you doing there, call the ambulance!” 

“Oh- Oh! Yes!” Huli quickly nodded and took out her phone, making the call… 

Lin Yi himself had his eyes wide open as he looked at the scene before him, in disbelief. Was this 

seriously happening? Did Uncle Pi die by his hand, or did he die after getting run down? 

“Look at that Ju Huli, Yao Yao! She killed her family’s master fighter! Shield Bro wasted his mercy!” 

Yushu said regrettably. “She’s probably going to get hung and beaten at home, I wonder what that looks 

like!” 

The scene before them was bloody, but the comedic elements in play were enough to make Mengyao 

laugh a little. “Really, they’re so unlucky!” 

Pengzhan wasn’t expecting this sort of ending as well! Hose Xiao’s practitioner, killed by their own 

daughter-in-law’s car! This was a surprising level of misfortune, and even Pengzhan couldn’t bring 

himself to cause hem trouble any longer! 

“You guys go manage the funeral. Get someone to come to discuss the four hundred billion and four 

businesses after you finish up.” Lin Yi shook his head at the two brothers. “You guys saw it too, right? 

Life is full of accidents. Maybe the next accident involves you!” 

Xiao Ben and Xiao Ji jumped at the threat. Only then did they realize true fear! 

Lin Yi hadn’t lost his strength at all, but that wasn’t the point. Uncle Pi was dead! Without Uncle Pi, 

everyone could push them around. 

They were both shocked and enraged. They didn’t expect Lin Yi to push on still, even after Uncle PI’s 

death! Four businesses, even—that was ridiculous! 

Yet they never considered what they themselves did when Uncle Pi crippled Zhizun, and the things they 

did to push Pengzhan to a corner! But what businesses did House Xiao have? If they did, why would they 

even go to Pengzhan to take anything? 

While four hundred billion was indeed possible, it’d come at the cost of selling all their businesses in 

Yanjing! They were just starting to try their hand in Songshan, of course, they couldn’t just hand out 

everything to Lin YI! 

But did they even have a choice now? Would Lin Yi let them go? 

Lin Yi had no trace of sympathy at all for the Xiaos and Uncle Pi as he got dragged away by the 

ambulance. This sort of thing was simply called karma. 

“The next house, I guess.” Lin Yi shrugged before turning to Pengzhan. “Uncle Chu, I’m leaving for 

Floating Cloud Bar.” 

“Oh? Yi, you’re looking to cause Zhao Qibin trouble as well?” Pengzhan paused. 



“They were the ones who came to push us around. I can’t teach them a lesson if I don’t go to them.” Lin 

Yi shook his head. “But this Zhao Qibin really doesn’t have a good memory…” 

“Alright then, be careful!” Pengzhan didn’t say anything else upon Lin Yi’s insistence. He understood the 

logic—the world belonged to the strong. If you were to let someone bully you and not fight back, they’ll 

assume you were scared of them, and they’ll come for you next time as well! 

Only if you retaliate with even more force after getting bullied would the enemy understand and even 

fear you! 

“But, don’t take too long!” Pengzhan said with some hesitation. “We’re still not out of danger yet, I’m 

worried House Yu and House Xiao would try and make a comeback and take revenge on Yao Yao and 

Shu…” 

“Don’t worry.” Lin Yi smiled. “General Weiwu’s no weakling. Plus, they wouldn’t dare come back 

anymore. Although the door to this villa, Uncle Chu you’ll have to spend your own money on. We’re not 

sure when House Yu’s money will come in after all!” 

House Xiao and House Yu would come back for revenge if they had the strength, that was for sure. But 

that time wasn’t now. 

“Of course!” Pengzhan smiled bitterly to himself. Only Lin Yi would say something like that, asking for 

benefits after killing House Yu’s Yu Bide. 

But, his father was right—Lin Yi was Lin Yi, and it was he who would eventually solve the problem of 

Songshan! 

It seemed that, in just an instant, all the troubles surrounding him disappeared. The dominant parties all 

became the bullied side, and even Pengzhan wasn’t sure if he could adapt that quickly to this sudden 

role reversal! He was still worrying for his daughter and for the future of his family this morning, but 

now the ones worrying were House Yu, House Xiao, and, soon enough, Zhao Qibin! 

“Lin Yi, be careful!” Mengyao waited only until Lin Yi reached the door before speaking up. 

Her voice was normal as usual, but Lin Yi only needed one look back to understand how much she cared. 

“Ah… Alright!” Lin Yi nodded. That was how the Miss always was- cold on the outside, warm in the 

inside. He was already used to it. 

“Good luck, Shield Bro!” Yushu waved her fists. “I always knew you had it in you!” 

Lin Yi nodded to them before turning and leaving. He got on Yushu’s beetle and drove to the Floating 

Cloud Bar. 

An Jianwen, on the other hand, was quite excitedly waiting for Pengzhan to call him for help, now that 

all parties were closing in on him. As far as he was concerned, Pengzhan would break for sure and 

accept his proposal! 

There was no other reason. Perhaps Mengyao didn’t like him, but that was way better than marrying a 

house of strangers as a mistress! Marrying him was Mengyao’s best bet, and he understood that 

Pengzhan was no fool! He’d come to his senses! 



Mengyao marrying him would allow Pengzhan to keep Pengzhan Industries, as well as his daughter’s 

happiness! After all, he did genuinely love Mengyao, so even if he married her he’d give her love and 

passion! He wouldn’t do anything to her! 

An Jianwen looked at the time on his watch. Didn’t House Yu say they’d go in the morning? It was 

already eight, so he wondered if the results were out yet. Even House Xiao remained quiet—what were 

they doing? 

Jianwen couldn’t wait anymore—it seemed that Pengzhan was quite the man, still not compromising 

after all this! Alright, if that was the case then Jianwen would give him one more push! He’d call Qibin, 

and tell them about how Pengzhan was planning to run with Mengyao! 

Chapter 955: An Jianwen’s Hint 

 

An Jianwen’s Hint 

At that point, An Jianwen didn’t hesitate. He called Zhao Qibin’s phone directly. 

Qibin was currently working on his recovery exercises in Floating Cloud Bar. After receiving meticulous 

healing from Yao Wang, he was finally able to stand up and walk! 

Yao Wang wasn’t as good a doctor as Lin Yi, but he was still way better than hospitals! Tang Jucheng had 

been able to stand and walk around for a long time, but Qibin could only do so now! 

Yet, Qibin was currently in a state of glee and happiness after current events. It was why his legs 

recovered so fast! His biggest enemy in Songshan, Lin Yi, was finally done for! He had labeled Lin Yi as 

the number one and biggest obstacle in Songshan, after all, and strongly believed that there’d be 

nothing holding back his brilliant business performance if Lin Yi were to be out of the picture! 

Of course, one couldn’t blame him for this thought process, since no matter what he did before, 

everything involved Lin Y! They were so unlucky to the point that they even tore down his girlfriend’s 

house on accident! 

Hmph, Lin Yi! This was what he got for messing with Qibin! After he was done with House Chu, he 

decided that he’d go play a little with Lin Yi’s wife! Qibin grinned at the thought of that, he’d had his 

eyes on the girl for a long time already. He would make Lin Yi suffer! 

At the thought, he started laughing. 

“Master Bin, what happened for you to be so pleased?” Cihua asked, walking in upon hearing the 

laughter. 

“My legs are working again, and Lin Yi’s done for!” Qibin said excitedly. “Right, did House Chu contact us 

yet? What was the deadline we gave them?” 

“Congratulations, Master Bin, truly! Songshan will be under your grasp from now on, you’ll rule over the 

city!” Cihua said congratulatorily. “The deadline we gave him. That’d be today!” 



“Oh? But they aren’t contacting us yet?” Qibin was a little impatient. He’d been bullied for quite a long 

period just a while ago, and he’d finally gotten a chance to be bullying someone else! Of course, he’d be 

impatient. 

“Hm, I’ll make a visit to his house with Yao Wang, and threaten him, perhaps?” Cihua said after some 

hesitation?” 

“Alright, bring me over as well!” Qibin wanted to experience first hand how it was like to bully people. 

“Master Bin, your legs are fine now?” Cihua asked hesitantly. 

“It’s fine, see? It’s all heald” Qibin walked two circles around to show him. He hadn’t been sitting in the 

wheelchair for too long, so it didn’t take long for him to get used to standing and walking again. “See 

how smoothly I walk? I can trot, too, and jump! Look!” 

“Amazing, Master Bin! Haha, Lin Yi would probably flip off when he sees that you’ve healed already!” 

Cihua congratulated. 

“That’s right, that’s exactly what I wanna do, I want to piss him off! Plus, I’ll have his legs broken this 

time as well, none of you help me! I’ll do it myself!” Qibin said. 

He was filled with glee when his phone rang. He picked it up. It was An Jianwen. Was this guy coming to 

give him free money again? 

“Hello? Master Wen, what is the matter, calling so early?” Qibin said. 

“Master Bin? I have a piece of news for you!” Jianwen intentionally lowered his voice. “I heard that Chu 

Pengzhan’s thinking of running away! He went to Chu Mengyao’s villa just this morning, ready to bring 

her with him! I heard that House Yu and House Xiao were making their way there, you need to hurry, 

Master Bin! Don’t let them take off!” 

“Oh? Truly?” Qibin blinked. He wasn’t scared of Pengzhan running. After all, what he wanted was his 

real estate company—unlike what the others wanted. The Xiao’s wanted money and business and the 

Yu’s wanted shares. He wasn’t afraid of Pengzhan running away with money and his daughter, not like 

them. 

But what he was worried about, however, was that Chu Pengzhan wouldn’t have enough money! The 

Xiaos asked for two hundred million, and if he didn’t have that sum he’d have to use other assets to 

cover it! If that happened, House Yu wouldn’t agree, since what they wanted was shares! What if 

Pengzhan took out the money from the real estate business to fill the numbers, wouldn’t Qibin suffer a 

loss then? 

House Xiao and House Yu wouldn’t just directly take the real estate business, he was sure, since they still 

needed to pay him this respect—but Qibin was worried that they’d take away the lands under that 

company, and in the end, all he’d have was shell of a real estate company! He didn’t want that! 

Plus, once those things landed in House Yu and House Xiao’s pocket, he couldn’t really go and ask for 

them again! It’d be his own bad luck since these were theirs now, they got there first! 

“Yes, I’m afraid if you go too late you won’t make it!” Jianwen said. 



“But, don’t you like Chu Mengyao? Why’re you telling me?” Qibin was no idiot—he knew that Jianwen 

was an admirer of that girl. He could understand him staying quiet when he went against House Chu, 

but telling him to cause more trouble? Qibin didn’ understand! 

“I like her, but she doesn’t! She’s about to be married to House Yu soon, what’s the point? If she wanted 

me she wouldn’t be in this situation in the first place!” Jianwen said intentionally, as insurance. “If she 

were to be a wife under the Firewolves’ protection, even House Yu would have to pay some respects!” 

“True, but who could the girl blame for not making a wise choice?” Qibin said, understanding the 

situation. 

“Man, I really will miss her! But you’re right, it’s all her fault for not even asking me for help when 

trouble came, what else can I do?” Jianwen sighed. 

“Alright Master Wen, hope you get over it. You’re a healthy man with two kidneys now, after all, you 

need to look forward to the future! There are plenty of women like Chu Mengyao!” Qibin consoled. 

“You’re right! Then I’ll leave you to it, Master Bin—I made this phone call because you’re the one who 

helped me become a normal person again, a man!” Jianwen said. “I wouldn’t be butting in otherwise!” 

“I understand! My thanks, Master Wen!” Qibin didn’t doubt this. He believed the words. 

Hanging up, Qibin turned to Cihua. “Cihua, I just received news that Chu Pengzhan was planning to run 

away, and now both the Yu’s and Xiao’s are at his door! We wouldn’t get much of the cake if we’re too 

late, they’ll have taken everything!” 

“Then should we go to Chu Pengzhan now?” Cihua said, worried. 

Chapter 956: No Choice But to Make A Move 

 

No Choice But to Make A Move 

“Yes, we’ll go now. Tell Yao Wang to move out!” Qibin said. 

“Understood.” Cihua nodded. 

“Where are you guys going?” A voice sounded suddenly, scaring Qibin and Cihua. 

“Lin Yi?” Qibin froze as he looked at the man in disbelief. It was Lin Yi, who else!! 

“Are you guys looking for me? If so then I’m here.” Lin Yi said as he looked at him a little funnily. “Your 

legs are okay now, huh? No wonder you’re jumping around so happily. Looks like you’re much more 

stable!” 

“What is the meaning of this, Lin Yi? You’re a cripple, why would you show up here? Do you have a 

death wish?” Qibin was a little confused at the words—was Lin Yi insane. Had he gone mad? He could 

endure his cockiness perhaps when he still had his strength, but not now! 

“Who told you that?” Lin Yi looked at him oddly. “Are you still dreaming? You can’t tell between reality 

and dreams? Or are you hallucinating?” 



Qibin froze at the words, stunned! He thought about it. Lin Yi was a cripple, he sent men to check that 

himself! It shouldn’t be fake! He calmed down at the reassurance. “Lin Yi, drop the act. The people who 

stopped you at that parking lot in front of the hotel, that was my work. We know just what situation 

you’re in! Who do you think you are, trying to scare me? Has Chu Pengzhan been forced to this corner, 

to send you to stop me?” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi frowned. So it was Qibin indeed who sent those men. 

“If my guess is right, Chu Pengzhan’s quickly packing up, and you’re here as a delay tactic?” Qibin 

assumed that he was right when he saw Lin Yi’s frown. This made him happy with glee as he flexed his 

deductive muscles. “But Lin Yi, are you an idiot? Why are you such an idiot? Look at the situation you’re 

in, why would you fight with your life for him? Just how much money does he give you? You’re cannon 

fodder right now, he sent you as fodder! Do you think you can still run after this? Don’t you know I’ve 

been wanting you dead since forever?” 

“Oh, it wasn’t Uncle Chu who sent me. I came on my own.” Lin Yi said, denying the deduction. 

“Oh?” Qibin paused. “I know, you’ve always liked that Chu Mengyao girl, right? You’re sacrificing 

yourself, am I right? Oh well, this has always been the case with house workers, all willing to die for their 

miss! Hahaha, I didn’t expect to see a live-action version of that cliche, so touching!” 

“Your legs are fine…so did the problem go to your brains?” Lin Yi looked at the cocky Qibin, shaking his 

head. “Looks like you’ll have to sit in a wheelchair again, flexing that struggling IQ that would cripple it.” 

“What the fuck did you say?” Qibin slammed the table, pointing at the wheelchair behind him. “Lin Yi, 

you’re really not afraid of death are you, coming here with shit like that? Do you know why I haven’t 

thrown that wheelchair away even after I healed.” 

“Because you predicted that it still has a use?” Lin Yi looked at him, surprised. 

“Ha! You’re not a total idiot after all! So you know this wheelchair is for you?” Qibin said, laughing. 

“You’re right! That’s where you’ll be sitting soon!” 

“Oh, so you’re the idiot, not me.” Lin Yi shook his head regrettably. “You gave the wrong answer, I 

thought you were like Prophet Shu, a Prophet Bin—I thought you’d know that you’d be sitting in the 

wheelchair soon!” 

“Yao Wang! Hold this brat down, I’ll break his legs myself!!” Qibin raged. In his heart, he expected Lin Yi 

to be begging for mercy the next time they met, snot and tears mixing! Now that he had no strength, 

after all… But he’s still the same little cocky bastard! 

Qibin’s expectations and reality had too much of a gap, and this pissed him off extremely! He was still 

able to exact his revenge, but it wouldn’t be as thrilling! 

“Yes! Yaowang said. He’d already heard everything and was standing by. 

Yao Wang wasn’t specialized in combat, but dealing with a Lin Yi who’s lost all his strength? That was a 

piece of cake, especially when he was the one who checked Lin Yi himself! He had no doubt Lin Yi was 

powerless! 

And so, he sent a big palm at Lin Yi! 



But the next instant, to his shock—Lin Yi wasn’t in his grasp! 

“Oh? You’re still pretty fast after losing your strength?” Yao Wang said a little surprised as he looked at 

Lin Yi, who had speedily dodge to aside. “Your escapist methods are quite nice. You can still run if you 

can’t fight. But unfortunately, after your legs get crippled by Master Bin, it’ll still be useless! Right, 

Master Bin? Haha!” 

He had learned to laugh like Master Bin now after spending time with him. It was quite similar. 

But, as he looked at Master BIn and failed to see him laughing as he expected, he paused. The man was 

looking at him in shock, eyes wide. “What’s wrong, Master Bin?” 

“Your… Your body…” Master Bin’s eyes were wide open as he pointed at Yao Wang as if he were a ghost. 

“My body…?” Yaowang looked down, confused… And he jumped in shock! “What?!” 

On his body, for some reason, were a mass forest of needles! He realized suddenly that he felt a dim 

pain when he went to grab Lin Yi, but he didn’t mind it back then! 

He was a doctor, and he understood from a medical standpoint that sometimes nerves would have 

itches and pain, it was nothing rare. Only now did he realize that that wasn’t the case at all! 

“What… What have you done to my body?” Yao Wang stared at Lin Yi, shocked, his face in disbelief. 

“Nothing much. Aren’t you good at harming others? Heard you poisoned one of mine?” Lin Yi shrugged, 

innocently. “I have no choice but to make the first move, although I heard you’re quite the doctor, you 

can probably handle this.” 

“What did you do to me! What are these silver needles for?” Yaowang’s sweat started dripping down. 

He had seen this needle move by Lin Yi on Li Dilei’s body before, but he didn’t know if this was still the 

same thing! 

Chapter 957: Who Told You That? 

 

Who Told You That? 

At that thought, he subconsciously channeled his qi to check it, but he didn’t feel anything wrong when 

he finished. However, that was exactly why he was concerned! Because, when he treated the needles 

last time, nothing was wrong with the qi! 

“It’s nothing, aren’t you Miracle Doctor Zhao Yao Wang?” Lin Yi smiled coldly. “You’re quite the big shot 

these days on the internet, so I’m sure you have a way.” 

“This… Is this the same as the qi needles you used on Li Dilei?” Yaowang said in horror. 

“Oh, something like that. But I did make some adjustments, so not really. “Lin Yi said. “Don’t you realize 

that all the needles are on your nerves this time?” 

“I…” Yao Wang’s face was in even more horror. “What will happen?” 



“Not much, I put my qi into sealing your nerves, so if you don’t pull them out nothing will happen.” Lin Yi 

smiled. “Although, you can pull them out if you want.” 

“What’ll happen if I pull them out?” Yao Wang’s face was dark. “Didn’t you lose your strength? Why 

would you have qi?” 

“Why are you as dumb as Qibin? You are in the same team as him, thinking you know everything!” Lin Yi 

curled his lips. “May I ask, just who exactly told you that I lost my abilities?” 

“Uh…” Yao Wang didn’t hear from anybody. He was the one who made the deduction! 

“If you do pull the needle, then the qi inside you will explode.” Lin Yi said exaggeratedly. “Then your 

nerves will be torn into shreds, causing you to lose a big chunk of your strength. By the time you pull all 

of them out, you’ll cripple all your nerves, and then—congratulations! You’ll get to train to be a physical 

practitioner!” 

Lin Yi had only come up with this evil move only after his nerves were completely damaged. He had to 

use eviler methods for men like Yao Wang. 

“Impossible!” Yao Wang was very serious at this point. “Liar, you’ve lost all your strength, all these 

needles are just here to scare me! You don’t have any qi, I can’t feel any qi coming from your body!” 

“Ha, naturally, since I’m stronger than you.” Lin Yi said. This guy wasn’t him, after all, and regular 

spiritual practitioners could only feel the enemy’s strength when they channeled their qi. Or, if one was 

a lot stronger than the opponent, they would also be able to see. Otherwise, people with a secret move 

or item like Lin Yi would be able to skip levels and look at everybody’s qi. 

“Bullshit! You have no qi!” Yao Wang was convinced that Lin Yi had lost all his power, and so he didn’t 

believe the words. 

“Fine then. Pull some out and check.” Lin Yi said nonchalantly. 

“I’ll pull them then, you think I won’t?” With that, he reached for the needle on his chest but stopped 

right when he touched it. He decided to move his hand to his left leg instead. 

Lin Yi smiled and didn’t say anything. Yao Wang was cockily saying that he wasn’t afraid but still didn’t 

reach for the chest needle. After all, the main nerve was near the chest! Breaking that nerve would 

probably drop his strength right from mystic to golden! 

The left leg, however, was a lot less important. The qi stored there was a lot less, and so when the nerve 

exploded he’d be unable to use qi there. For someone like Yao Wang, who didn’t fight, it didn’t matter. 

Yao Wang pulled the needle out, and his eyes went wide! There was a loud bang, and he felt as if his left 

leg was bursting into pieces! They were getting destroyed by Lin Yi’s massive qi! 

With a cry of pain, he almost fell to the ground! 

Yao Wang’s face contorted from pain to horror! He looked at Lin Yi, the sweat beads on his face 

dripping! 



“Impossible… Impossible, how come you still can use qi?” Yao Wang felt so bitter! What was with this 

Lin Yi, was he putting on a sheepskin? Why would he not use his strength in the parking lo when he still 

had it? He thought Lin Yi was a cripple! 

At that moment, both Qibin and Cihua were stunned as well. What was this, why has Lin Yi not lost his 

strength? In other words, Li Yi was as strong as he was before? 

Fuck! Remembering all the cocky shit he had just said to Lin Yi, he really wanted to slap himself! What 

was wrong with him, spouting off nonsense like that? With what he knew of Lin Yi’s temper, he was 

fucked! 

“I’m still pretty confused. Who told you that I was a cripple? Who made the claim? Or did you just 

fantasize about it?” Lin Yi looked at Yao Wang, mockingly. 

Yao Wang’s face darkened. Did he fantasize about that? He spoke bitterly. “You still have your 

strength—why didn’t you use your qi in the parking lot?” 

“Using qi on some bandits?” Lin Yi shook his head. “And, the qi is mine, if I want to use it I’ll use it, why 

are you butting in any way?” 

“…” Yao Wang was speechless. Lin Yi was right—the qi was his. If he didn’t want to use it why was that 

his business? But he still asked a question. “Then, when I went to Chu Pengzh- Chairman Chu… to cause 

trouble, why didn’t you stop me?” 

“Alright, fine, I did pretend to lose my strength so I could see who my enemies were, and step on them.” 

Lin Yi shrugged, ‘admitting’ it. 

“Fuck!” Yao Wang couldn’t take it anymore, he’d been played for a fool! Finding his enemies, so he 

could step back on, that was him! But it was his own fault, who could he blame? Yao Wang felt a wave 

of sadness wash over… 

“Then these needles… What do I do?” Yao Wang smiled bitterly. 

“You’re pretty smart yourself, aren’t you? You can try refining my qi, or maybe wait until the nerve is 

broken before repairing it.” Right, I forgot to tell you. I’m pretty good at recovering broken nerves, so if 

they’re all broken you can come to me!” 

“You… You can repair broken nerves?” Yao Wang looked at Lin Yi in shock. 

“Yeah, it’s pretty easy. Mine got broken quite a few times, but look at me, still here and healthy.” Lin Yi 

said sympathetically. “If you can’t fix it though then you’re just not good enough a doctor! Looks like one 

can’t believe the rumors too much.” 

Chapter 958: Letting You Off Easy 

 

 “No wonder… No wonder!” Yao Wang sighed to the skies—he’d almost grab his heart in sorrow if it 

weren’t for that stupid forest of needles! He spoke sadly. “No wonder my predictions failed—Ma Zhu 

was suffering so badly. Of course you’d be hurt! So you can heal yourself…” 



“It’s not too late to realize that though.” Lin Yi said. 

“But… You can help me repair my nerves?” Yao Wang looked at Lin Yi with hope. 

“Sure!” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Ah?” Yao Wang paused, almost breaking into tears and kneeling for Lin Yi. Could he really repair his 

nerves? 

“But my fees are a little more expensive than a useless doctor’s like you, of course.” Lin Yi said. 

“Hundred million per nerve. Practitioners have a total of fifteen primary nerves, so you just have to give 

me one billion and five hundred million. The other secondary nerves I’ll heal as a complimentary 

service!” 

Yao Wang rolled his eyes, almost passing out. One hundred million per nerve? He might as well steal 

from him! 

“Don’t complain about the price! Do you know how many treasures I’d need to fix just one nerve? I 

probably need my own master to come out to perform this feat, what about his travel fees?” Lin Yi 

started bullshitting. 

“…” Yao Wang stayed silent, his face in despair. 

Lin Yi shrugged and left him alone. He turned to Zhao Qibin. “Zhao Qibin, seems like you still haven’t 

given up yet, after two skyscrapers? Do you still not know that some people you just shouldn’t piss off?” 

“I… I, Lin Yi Boss, Ha… I was just… House Yu, House Xiao, too—it’s them, my brain didn’t know what it 

was thinking when I saw them like that! I actually really am scared to the death of you!” Qibin’s face 

turned fresh that instant. There was nothing a man like him wouldn’t do, so he quickly threw all the 

responsibility onto House Yu and House Xiao! He didn’t believe that Lin Yi would do anything to them! 

Lin Yi might not know how strong the hidden houses are, but the noble houses of the common world—

he must know about those, about how powerful they were! House Yu was also backed by a hidden 

house, too, and even though House Xiao wasn’t as strong as before, Qibin really didn’t believe Lin Yi 

would do anything to them! 

After all, even if Lin Yi did do something, the other noble houses wouldn’t just sit idly by—who knew 

who Lin Yi’s next target was? 

“Yu Bide’s dead, and Uncle Pi, too.” Lin Yi said dully. 

“Wha-?!” Qibin almost fell on his ass! What was this situation, was Lin Yi brave enough to even kill 

someone from House Yu? From what Qibin could see, Lin Yi would at most do something to House Xiao, 

that was the limits of his arrogance. But House Yu? Lin Yi dared to kill someone from even House Yu, 

that was too much! 

This person…he didn’t follow logic when he played his cards and did everything as if he owned the city! 

Was he not worried that people would come to him for revenge… Although, this time around, after he 

pretended to have lost his strength, many people did go to him seeking revenge… Except Lin Yi reversed 

it back on them… 



“But all of you are still healthy and well, so I’ve come.” Lin Yi said, and Qibin couldn’t see if that was a 

smile on his face. 

“Boss Lin Yi, I… I think we have some sort of misunderstanding between us…” Qibin’s legs were wobbling 

as he uttered the words, the smile on his face very much forced. “Look, I don’t know what came over 

me. If it wasn’t for everyone else, I wouldn’t have dared cause you trouble… Please, think about it…” 

“Don’t worry first, I always give my targets two choices before killing them.” Lin Yi waved his hand to 

shut him up. “I gave both House Yu and House Xiao two demands before doing the deed, but they didn’t 

accept, I had no choice…” 

“I accept, I accept!” Qibin nodded quickly. 

“I want double of what your demands were.” Lin Yi said dully. 

“My demands…” Qibin’s face changed, and he smiled bitterly. “I asked Pengzhan Industries for its real 

estate company, but I don’t have two… If I did I wouldn’t be asking people for it…” 

“Then you’ll have to die.” Lin Yi said. “But you guys are a little different from House Yu and House Xiao. 

You guys wanted to poison us using Yao Wang, right?” 

“Nonono, no, I wouldn’t dare!” Qibin quickly said. 

“Lin Yi, it’s true, Master Bin really didn’t have that intention. I only said so fearing that Chu Pengzhan 

wouldn’t answer the demands.” Cihua gritted his teeth as he stood out, taking the burden for Qibin. 

Qibin wasn’t even there that day, so he had to accept the responsibility and transfer Lin Yi’s wrath to 

him. 

“Oh, it’s you? You’re the one who said you’ll poison Uncle Chu’s entire family?” Lin Yi said, looking at 

Cihua. 

“Yes!” Cihua nodded. 

“Alright, I’ll kill your entire family then. Of course, this includes Zhao Qibin.” Lin Yi said nonchalantly. 

“Huh?” Cihua paused. “But, this has nothing to do with Master Bin…” 

“Oh, just like how Yao Yao had nothing to do with it when you wanted to kill Uncle Chu’s family?” Lin Yi 

said. 

“…” Cihua didn’t know what to say. Had his sacrifice been pointless? 

“Boss Lin Yi, I don’t have a real estate company, but is money alright?” Qibin was currently very afraid 

that Lin Yi would kill him—he definitely could and would, now that Bide and Uncle Pi were dead! 

“Oh, that works.” Lin Yi smiled. “Whatever, I’ll let you off easier. Two hundred million, I guess.” 

“Ah? Two hundred million…” Qibin’s face went bitter. “I only have one hundred fifty million…” 

It was the money he’d just gotten from Zhen Yingjun and An Jianwen, and it’d just been a couple of days 

before he had to hand it out… 



“Fifty million difference, huh? Okay, if you break your own legs then I’ll count that as the fifty.” Lin Yi 

said. 

“I…” Qibin hesitated. Breaking his legs right after he healed—that would hurt too much… Yet the 

thought that the action would save him fifty million as well as his life, he decided it was quite worth it! 

He just had to sit in the wheelchair a little more, that was fine! He gritted his teeth. “Alright, I 

understand! Cihua, bring over a metal bat for Boss Lin Yi, for him to break my legs!” 

“…Yes!” Cihua was about to say something, but remembering Lin Yi’s personality made him stop. He 

shook his head and went for the bat. 

It wasn’t soon before he returned, only for Lin Yi to wave him away. “Do it yourself.” 

Chapter 959: Swear by the Wheelchair 

 

Swear by the Wheelchair 

A trace of humiliation flashed across Qibin’s eyes. He gritted his teeth. “Cihua, you do it!” 

With that, he pulled his shirt up and bit into it before sitting in the wheelchair behind him. 

“But…” Cihua didn’t dare do the deed! 

“Hurry up, I don’t have time. If you don’t do it then I’ll have to, but my kick would shatter his bones!” Lin 

Yi said impatiently. 

“Cihua, do it! This is an order!” Qibin said as he commanded. 

Cihua had no choice. He gritted his teeth and smashed the bat at Qibin’s left leg, landing with a crack 

followed by Qibin’s howl. His left leg was broken. 

He mustered his courage and swung it again, at the right leg. With a crack. The right leg was broken as 

well. 

Qibin almost fell and rolled on the ground from the intense pain. 

“Remember to transfer the money. And also, one leg was enough, why’d you break two?” Lin Yi 

shrugged before leaving the Floating Cloud Bar. 

“Wha…” Cihua froze, his heart burning with hatred for Lin Yi. Why didn’t he say so earlier? He didn’t 

even break the two together, he did them separately, but he just had to wait until it was done! He did it 

on purpose! What if Master Bin placed the blame on him… 

“Lin Yi, I swear by this wheelchair—If I don’t kill you, I’ll change my family name!” Qibin swore furiously 

as he held on from the pain after Lin Yi had left. “Remember this, I swear by my name!” 

“Master Bin, I’m sorry, I…” Cihua quickly started to apologize for what he did to Qibin’s legs. 

“It’s not your fault!” Qibin waved his hand before his eyes rolled back, and he passed out… 



Lin Yi didn’t return to Mengyao’s villa right away after leaving the bar but called Tang Yun. He had to 

explain to her what happened, which might disappoint her, but he had no choice. At the same time, he 

didn’t want to leave Miss and Shu, too. 

They hadn’t spent too long together, but they saw each other every day. Lin Yi really did like them. 

“Hello, Lin Yi? Are you on the train?” Tang Yin knew that Lin Yi had to leave eventually and was afraid 

that someone would see her when she sent him off, so might as well let Lin Yi leave secretly in case 

there were enemies. 

“No, I’m in Songshan.” Lin Yi said. 

“You didn’t leave?” Tang Yin paused. “What happened? Is something wrong?” 

“Where are you? Let’s meet and talk.” Lin Yi said with a small exhale. 

“I’m at school, it’s lunch right now.” Tang Yin said. 

“Then I’ll go to school now.” Lin Yi turned his car and headed to the school. 

Pinliang and Xiaofu were coming out of a restaurant in front of the school. The school did hide his crimes 

a little, but even so, they didn’t dare go to the cafeteria anymore. The cook might know some insider 

information, and things would go south if he were to let that slip. 

So they always went to the restaurants near the school every day, since he could afford it, too. 

“Hm? Liang Bro, isn’t that Lin Yi?” Xiaofu cried out, pointing into the distance. 

“Lin Yi?” Pinliang froze as he looked up at where he was pointing. There was a yellow beetle car coming! 

“How is he coming to school? House Yu and House Xiao and even Zhao Qibin are trying to get him, he’s 

still showing up here?” Xiaofu asked, confused. 

“Yeah, why’s he here? Shouldn’t he be hiding instead of coming out in public?” Pinliang frowned. 

“Liang Bro, should we go cause him some trouble?” Xiaofu suggested happily. 

“For what? Are you stupid? There has to be some problem if he dared come to school at a time like 

this!” Pinliang was no longer the idiot who stumbled about, he’d suffered big gains and big losses, and 

had evolved into a high intelligence Pinliang!” Let me ask my dad first!” 

“Alright!” Xiaofu nodded. 

Pinliang rang his father Zhong Fabai, and he picked up. “Hello? Pinliang, what’s wrong?” 

“Dad, I need some information. House Xiao, House Yu, and Master Bin, did they go cause Chu Pengzhan 

trouble yet?” Pinliang asked. “I’m seeing Lin Yi at school…” 

“Pinliang! Don’t you go piss Lin Yi off, you hear? Don’t you piss him off, stay away from him!” Fabai went 

white at the words his son was saying. 

“What happened” Pinliang froze. 



“You don’t know this, but two people got killed by Lin Yi, from House Yu and House Xiao respectively! Lin 

Yi had just come back from Master Bin’s too, not only injuring Yao Wang and breaking Master Bin’s legs! 

He even asked Master Bin for a hundred and fifty million!” Fabai said quickly. 

“My God, really??” Pinliang’s face paled. “Lin Yi killed even people from House Yu and House Xiao?” 

“House Xiao and House Yu? Even Master Bin’s paying LIn Yi money as if Lin Yi hadn’t just broken his 

legs!” Fabai smiled bitterly. “This Lin Yi, putting on a sheepskin… He didn’t lose his strength at all, and 

today he showed his dominance…” 

“This Lin Yi, why’s he such an asshole?” Pinliang was simply too relieved that his smarts prevented him 

from doing anything to Lin Yi—otherwise who knew what awaited! 

“Alright, I’m still busy. Goodbye!” Fabai said. “Remember, just don’t piss Lin Yi off!” 

‘I understand!” Pinliang nodded before hanging up and telling Xiaofu what his father told him. “See? I 

told you we can’t go piss him off, now you know my wisdom, right?” 

“Yeah! You’re smart, Liang Bro!” Xiaofu was breaking into a cold sweat as well. He was just moments 

away from pissing Lin Yi off, too! “Liang Bro, your IQ is rising through the roof! You’re not the old Zhong 

Pinliang anymore!” 

“That’s right, I told you! If you wanna be a bad guy, you need some brains!” Pinliang nodded gleefully. 

“Lin Yi is the type with intelligence, too, but with that intelligence, he can only fool House Xiao, House 

Yu, and Master Bin- Zhong Pinliang? I’m a different level!” 

“That’s true, if it weren’t for Lin Yi’s immense strength, he wouldn’t be your opponent at all!” Xiaofu 

nodded. “By the time Naipao comes back, you two will be the brains and brawn—Lin Yi wouldn’t count 

for shit then!” 

Chapter 960: No Use 

 

No Use 

“True, we’ll go visit Naipao in the mountains this weekend!” Pinliang nodded. 

“Yeah! I miss him a lot too, it’s been so long! I miss the times the three of us spent together!” Xiaofu 

sighed. “Lin Yi hadn’t come yet, back then, and we were still the tyrants of the school. Those were the 

days!” 

“Hmph, if it weren’t for Lin Yi, we’d still be the young masters who didn’t know shit, kids messing around 

all day! We’d amount to nothing!” Pinliang said without pause. “It’s Lin Yi who changed me- in my 

battles with him. I fulfilled myself, and kept on fulfilling myself! Only by beating Lin Yi will we succeed in 

life, and stand at the peak of this world!” 

“Liang Bro, your considerations are so thorough! You’ll become big for sure!” Xiaofu said. 

“But, it’s still too early for all that! Let’s go back to the classroom, and pretend we didn’t even see Lin 

Yi!” Pinliang waved his hand, speaking with humility. 



Lin Yi parked his car in the street food alley behind the school and quickly walked in as he called Tang 

Yun’s phone. 

“Yun Yun, where are you?” Lin Yi asked after the call went through. 

“Reading a book in class. There’s not much time left in school, I’ll miss it…” Tang Yun smiled. “Are you 

here yet? Should I come out?” 

“Yeah, I’m waiting for you downstairs.” Lin Yi sighed. He wondered if Tang Yun would be happy once she 

learned the truth. 

It was the first time Lin Yi cared so much about a girl’s thoughts. This caused the usually composed Lin Yi 

to worry. 

The school was still the same old school, and now that it was lunchtime, there were a lot of students 

messing about on the field. Zhou Rouming still played ball with his gang of lackeys, and Pinliang was still 

hanging around with Xiaofu. This was a very familiar scene to him. 

He leaned on a fence in front of the school building, waiting for Tang Yun. 

It wasn’t long before her silhouette came out. Like always, she was wearing plain school clothes, 

although she could afford better ones if she wanted now. She was always like that, after all, and that 

was why Lin Yi liked her. It didn’t matter how much money he gave her family—nothing changed. 

Tang Yun, upon seeing Lin Yi, smiled. The smile was a pretty smile. 

She ran over to Lin Yi, and her breasts shook a little from the run, causing Lin Yi to pause. It’s been a 

while since he last saw her, but did her breasts grow again? 

Was she still in puberty? Lin Yi wanted to ask but was a little embarrassed. Although, he did strike the 

truth… Her breasts had been developing this past while. 

After all, with how Mengyao pulled out Yushu’s size advantage to fight her, Tang Yun became motivated, 

though she didn’t let that slip. She added a glass of papaya juice every meal and realized that it actually 

worked. 

This made her very happy! She was soon going back to Lin Yi’s old home with him, and would never see 

Mengyao and Yushu for her entire life again! She wanted herself to be a little more perfect. 

“You really didn’t leave yet!” Tang Yun was happy to see Lin Yi, but her eyes betrayed that thick worry in 

her eyes. 

“Yeah, not yet…” Lin Yi habitually grabbed Tang Yun’s small hand. “Let’s talk while walking.” 

“Okay…” Tang Yun’s face reddened, but she didn’t reject the hand. Her heart has already accepted Lin 

Yi, and had gotten accustomed to the occasional moments of affection with him, even if they were in 

public. 

She was a girl who cared about her image and never had any bad rumors about her. But now, the entire 

school knew that she was Lin Yi’s woman- but that gave her peace since she’d already accepted it. 



Lin Yi pulled Tang Yun over to the tree near the field, walking slowly. He didn’t say anything, not because 

he didn’t want to, but because he was thinking about how he should approach it. 

He understood Tang Yun’s personality well. She may be tough sometimes but was especially fragile in 

the emotional aspect. With her experience with what happened to Fen, too—it forced her to protect 

herself like a hedgehog, prickling up when anything moved in the grass. 

This was why she was so resistant towards Lin Yi from the beginning. But, when she finally did open up 

to him and accepted him, she became so careful as if treading on ice, afraid that she would lose this 

relationship. 

“Yun Yun…” Lin Yi finally said. 

“Hm?” Tang Yun looked at him. 

“I’m not going back home anymore, I’m staying in Songshan…” With that, he felt Tang Yun’s hand clearly 

gripping his hand tighter. He sighed. “Because my strength returned… And even leveled up, so to speak.” 

Tang Yun curled her lips, and a flash of disappointment passed through her eyes. But she smiled, “That’s 

great! Congratulations!” 

Lin Yi, of course, felt that small instance. He smiled bitterly. “Are you a little disappointed?” 

“Why would I be?” Tang Yun shook her head. “Your abilities came back, I’m really happy!” 

Tang Yun was telling the truth, but it was the truth still that her stable happy life with Lin Yi was broken. 

But! She really did feel happy for Lin Yi, now that he’s regained his strength—after all, she knew how 

important this was to Lin Yi, he’d be in the dumps all the time if he was always crippled! 

And so, even if she was a little disappointed, she wanted ln Yi to be happy. 

“Thanks…” Lin Yi squeezed Tang Yun’s hand. 

“Then… Will you still live with Chu Mengyao” Tang Yun asked after some hesitation. 

“Yeah, I promised them that I’d stay in the villa if my strength came back…” Lin Yi didn’t hide. 

“Haha… That sounds nice.” Tang Yun felt a little down, and Lin Yi could tell. 

“Yun Yun? Are you unhappy?” Lin Yi said. 

“No…” Tang Yun shook her head and pulled out a small box from her pocket, giving it to Lin Yi. “Haha, 

this wouldn’t be of use anymore, I guess. Here…” 

It was the ring Lin Yi gave her. 

Lin Yi paused. “Why’re you giving this back to me? I bought it for you in the first place…” 

“Maybe… This ring, it wouldn’t be for me in the end, right? Who knows.” Tang Yun had no confidence at 

this point. Mengyao and Yushu’s intentions were clear as day—they still wanted Lin Yi to stay in the villa, 

did they want him to be their bodyguard forever? 



Of course not. She didn’t know if Lin Yi would continue wanting her, but her rivals… They were getting 

stronger by the day. 

 


